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Active Object Systems

Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter gives an overview of the research on active object systems (AOSs),

explains related work, and describes the thesis plan.

1.1 Overview

We first discuss the role of abstraction in programming languages and refer to

object-oriented programming as the best known approach to support abstraction.

We then describe the objectives of active object systems, comparing them with

those of ordinary object-oriented systems.

1.1.1 Role of Abstraction

The concept of abstraction is one of the major themes in designing computer pro-

gramming environments. By considering programming in terms of abstract entities

and their behaviors, apart from memory locations and operation code, one can get

more productivity and maintainability in software development.
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When symbolic names and macros were introduced to assembly languages, sig-

nificant improvements in readability and modifiability of programs were achieved.

The first high level languages, e.g., FORTRAN, COBOL, and ALGOL 60, pro-

vided another level of abstraction, including procedures and structured data types

such as arrays and records. These features were useful in supporting structured

programming.

Starting with SIMULA 67, several programming languages tried to provide a

facility for defining abstract data types. An abstract data type is a user defined
data type that provides a set of services to its user, encapsulating its internal data

structure and operational details.

1.1.2 Object Oriented Approach

The object-oriented approach introduced a new way of designing and program-

ming a software system and is believed to be the best known approach to cope

with the complexity of a software system [BIRT73, BUDD91, GOLD80, MEYE88,

STR0861.

Objects

In an object-oriented design, a physical or abstract reality to be modeled by a soft-

ware system is understood in terms of interacting objects, which are abstractions
of real entities. An object-oriented software system is constructed as a collection

of software objects that closely model real-world objects. A software object is per-

ceived as a coherent unit possessing its own identity, state, and behavior. The

state of a software object is defined by its property values, and its behavior by the

actions invoked by other objects.
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Classes

In an object-oriented programming, objects are grouped, and the behavior and the

properties shared by similar objects are defined by the class provided for them. A

software object is an instance of its class.

Class Hierarchy

For each particular problem domain, the classes can be related to each other in a

variety of ways. In object-oriented programming, the most important relationship

among classes is the superclass-subclass hierarchy that supports inheritance. In-

heritance enables one class to share the structure and behavior definitions of its

single parent (single inheritance) or multiple parent classes (multiple inheritance).

Inheritance provides such benefits as software reusability and code sharing.

Polymorphism

In an object-oriented programming, polymorphism means the ability of a program

entity to refer to objects of different classes, and that an operation has different im-

plementations in different classes. The actual function bound to a function name is

determined by the classes of its arguments and a variable can refer objects of differ-

ent classes at different times. Polymorphism becomes possible by dynamic binding

combined with inheritance. Polymorphism makes it possible to reuse even a high

level abstraction by changing its low level abstraction to fit different applications

[BUDD91].

Encapsulation and Modularity

Abstraction, encapsulation, and modularity are the foundations as well as the ben-

efits of the object-oriented approach. Abstraction perceives an object in terms of

its intrinsic properties and functions, whereas encapsulation reveals only interfaces

of an object, hiding its implementation details. Modularity means that a software
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system is decomposed into a set of cohesive and loosely coupled modules. These

concepts are complementary to each other. Abstraction focuses on the outside

view of an object, and encapsulation prevents clients from seeing its inside view.

Modularity is a realization of abstraction and can be ensured by encapsulation.

They facilitates reusability, extendibility, and portability of a software system.

1.1.3 Active Object Systems

An active object system (AOS) is an object-oriented system based on active ob-

jects suitable for the design of various concurrent systems. An AOS consists of ac-

tive objects with standardized structural interfaces, whereas a conventional object-

oriented program consists of passive objects with standardized procedural interfaces.

The major goal of the AOS approach is to construct a certain class of systems by

hierarchical composition of active objects, where software objects are constructed

and modularized like hardware objects. Systems that can be best handled by

the AOS approach are those that are normally represented graphically. Hardware

circuits, simulation diagrams, and control system diagrams are examples.

Active Object

In ordinary object-oriented programming, a world is viewed as a collection of co-

operating objects that react to messages. However, real-world objects sometimes

take actions of themselves without external commands. An active object is char-

acterized by the following two features. First, it can take actions based on the

state of the system, whereas a passive object responds only to explicit commands.

Second, actions of objects can take place concurrently.

In an AOS, the behavior of each active object is determined by transition rules,

equational assignment statements, and event routines provided in the class defini-

tion of that object. Transition rules are condition-action pairs, which are known

to be suitable for various concurrent systems that require flexible synchronization
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[DAVI76, ZISM78]. Equational assignment statements can maintain simple invari-

ant relationships among object states. Event routines are activated by messages.

We call transition rules, equational assignment statements, and event routines

transition statements. They can be activated concurrently, and their executions

are assumed to be atomic.

Consider the following situation. A car driven by a driver reaches an intersec-

tion. At that moment, the traffic signal changes to red. The driver sees the red
signal and stops the car.

In the ordinary object-oriented approach, a driver, a car, and a traffic signal

are conceived as objects that react to messages. When the traffic signal becomes

red, it sends a stop message to the driver. The driver activates a method that
stops the car.

In an AOS, a driver, a car, and a traffic signal are conceived as active objects.

The traffic signal periodically changes its state without incoming or outgoing mes-

sages. The driver sees the state of the traffic signal through his interface and takes

actions based on the states of the traffic signal. This example shows active objects

can more closely reflect the real-world objects than ordinary passive objects. Ac-

tiveness of objects can often eliminates some complicated message passing among

objects.

Localized Control

Ordinary object-oriented programs are based on sequential flow of control. Op-

erations of objects are activated sequentially, these executions being initiated by

a main program. The assumption of the sequential execution of a program was

natural for a conventional computer and a programming language. However, the

sequential execution of operations of passive objects sometimes makes complex the

flow of control in an ordinary object-oriented program. The major control flow of

a program must be handled procedurally and globally by the main program. The

control flow is separated from other issues, such as abstraction, encapsulation, and
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modularity, preventing proper modularization of objects.

In an AOS, active objects embody control. There is no global and procedural

description of control flow in an AOS. An active object has its own portion of

control that is responsible for initiating operations. Furthermore, operations can

be executed concurrently, as long as the activation conditions of the operations are

satisfied. An AOS application is an instance of a class like other objects.

In the driving-a-car example, the main program of an ordinary object-oriented

program retains a main event-loop which performs polling. It checks events, e.g.,

changes of the traffic signal. When the signal becomes red, the main program

sends the driver the message to stop the car.

In an AOS, however, the main event-loop is not needed. The driver of the

car watches the traffic signal whose state changes periodically. These actions are

executed concurrently, and the driver takes an action based on the state of the

traffic signal. Active objects allow proper encapsulation of flow of control.

Structural Composition

Even though there are advantages we can get from the introduction of new pro-

gramming constructs like transition-rules and asynchronous messages that will be

described later, the main emphasis of the AOS approach is on viewing a world in a

different way from ordinary object-oriented programming. In the AOS approach,

a world is seen as a collection of active objects that are hierarchically composed

of their component objects. Objects are defined as if they were hardware objects,

and they react to the state changes of their neighbors. The transition statements

provided for each active object can access the states of the other active objects

known to it, realizing inter-object communication. Structural composition of ac-

tive objects, which is facilitated by the standardized interfaces of software objects,

provides a basis for the realization of software ICs [COX87].
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Asynchronous Message Passing

An AOS supports message passing among objects, including asynchronous message

passing in addition to synchronous message passing. An asynchronous message can

be sent to the receiver even though the receiver is not ready to receive the message.

This provides a flexible communication among objects and a source of concurrent

execution of methods in combination with transition-rules. An AOS supports one-

to-many message passing as well as ordinary many-to-one message passing.

1.2 Related Work

An AOS is an object-oriented concurrent system extended via production rules

and structural composition. Object-oriented programming enables us to achieve

a high level of modularization and code sharing. On the other hand, flexible

synchronization of activities of objects are achieved by production rules. The

implementation mechanism of production rules is similar to that of active values

[KEHL84] that associate procedures with data so that procedures are invoked when

data are fetched and stored. A composite object can be constructed by structural

composition from its component objects.

1.2.1 Object-Oriented Concurrent Systems

Besides being the first object-oriented programming language, SIMULA [BIRT73]

is the first object-oriented concurrent programming language. It uses coroutines,

which are pseudo sequential processes. Parallel execution of processes can be

simulated by coroutines, although the control flow of coroutines must be explicitly

specified.

Several object-oriented concurrent systems have been designed since then. Ac-

tors introduced active computational agents that are dynamically reconfigurable

and inherently concurrent [AGHA86]. The actor abstraction exploits message-

passing as a basis for concurrent computation [HEWI77]. An actor carries out
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its actions in response to messages. It sends messages to itself or to other ac-

tors, creates more actors, or specifies the replacement behaviors. Actors is based

on functional programming, communicating sequential processes [HOAR78], and

object-oriented programming. Agha provided a mathematical definition for the

behavior of an actor system [AGHA86].

Borrowing ideas from Actor, ABCL was designed to provide a practical lan-

guage with a clear message passing semantics [YONE87] like Actors. ABCL objects

can perform symbolic and numerical computations, make decisions, send messages

to objects, create new objects, and update their own states. The script of an

object describes in what order and under what conditions its actions are carried

out. There are two kinds of ABCL objects according to whether they have a state

or not. If an object has its own state, it cannot be activated by more than one

message at a time and is called a serialized object. Otherwise, the object is called

an unserialized object, which can be activated by more than one incoming message

at a time.

In ARGUS, a distributed program is composed of a group of guardians [LISK83].

A guardian encapsulates a resource and controls its accesses by providing a set of

operations called handlers, which can be called by other guardians. A guardian

contains data and processes. A process within a guardian is an execution of one

of its handlers. It performs a task, a separate process being spawned for each call.

In the Emerald system, objects are the units of programming and distribution,

and are the entities between which communications take place [BLAC86 }. An

object has an optional process and a location. The process operates in parallel

with invocations of the object's operations, and the location specifies the node on

which the object currently resides. Emerald provides a single object model both

for small private objects and for large mobile objects. Its abstract type system

permits static type checking, while allowing multiple implementations.

In knowledge acquisition, dissemination, and manipulation objects system called

Knos can migrate to new environments and acquire new operations dynamically
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[TSIC87]. A set of cooperating Knos exist within a context. They communicate

with each other by reading messages from and writing messages onto a blackboard.

The operations of Knos are defined as production rules. There are two special

types of Knos that serve as external interfaces. A user Kno is a Kno that can be

manipulated by an external user. An agent Kno is manipulated indirectly by a

Kno in another context. It handles migration of Knos and forwarding of messages

to other environments.

Most of the object-oriented concurrent programming paradigms are frameworks

for distributed computing.

1.2.2 AI Systems

Production system has been known to be suitable for various concurrent systems

that require flexible synchronization. It is characterized by the principle that rules

are fired based on the state of the system. It provides a significant advantage when

a task can be described by a large number of loosely related rules.

On the other hand, explicit ordering of actions such as looping and sequencing

can not be easily handled by production rules.

Many knowledge-based expert systems use production rules. Some of them

tried to incorporate object-oriented features. KEE integrates a production system,

frame-based knowledge representation with inheritance, LISP, interactive graphics,

and active values [KUNZ84]. An object-oriented framework unifies these different

features within the KEE system.

Godel introduced active objects based on transition-rules defined in guardians

[KERS86]. A guardian is a set of condition-action pairs, and the free variables in

a guardian are bound to objects in its database.

However, these AI systems are not truly object-oriented. Their transition rules

are defined globally, and they do not provide classes. Structural composition of

composite objects from their component objects is not supported.

Some AI systems allow us to create active objects by using active values
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[KEHL84]. The Loops system introduced the notion of access-oriented program-

ming which is based on an annotated values that associate annotations with data

[STEF86]. There are two kinds of annotated values: property annotations and

active values. Property annotations associate arbitrary extendible property lists
with data.

1.2.3 Structural Composition

Researchers recently started to emphasize structural composition of objects. The

Contracts system provides a basis for interaction-oriented design that facilitates

identification, abstraction and reuse of patterns of behavior in programs [HELM90].

Interaction-oriented design shifts emphasis away from classes and implementation

details to interactions between objects. It facilitates early identification and ab-
straction of patterns of interactions among objects.

Collaborations graphs for analyzing paths of communication and identifying

potential subsystems are introduced in [WIRF90]. Object-oriented structured de-

sign (OOSD) supports key software structure concepts and design principles based

on object-oriented design, functional decomposition, and data structure design
[WASS90].

Very-high-speed-integrated-circuit hardware description language (VHDL) is a
language for describing general digital hardware devices [LIPS89]. VHDL was

developed as a standard hardware description language to address a number of

recurrent problems in the development, exchange, and documentation of digital
hardware, and it provides comprehensive features for hardware development. It

was not designed as an object-oriented language. However, it provides the concept
of objects, and classes based on processes (operations) and ports (interfaces). All

processes are presumably executed concurrently and ports provide directed data
pathways among processes. A VHDL model can be a behavioral model, a timing

model, or a structural model. A high-level object can be constructed from its
components.
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1.2.4 User Interface Systems

User interface software [MEYE89, KNOL89] is inherently difficult, since it must

handle interactive graphics involving various kinds of display objects. Many user

interface systems have been developed to simplify the development and mainte-

nance of user interfaces.

The X Window was developed at MIT to support a distributed, hardware-

independent user interface platform [SCHE861. One important difference between

X and other window systems is that X does not define any particular user inter-

face style. X provides mechanisms to support many interface styles rather than

enforcing any one policy.

Many toolkits have been developed on the X window system. One of them is Xt

Intrinsics, which is a common layer for user interface components known as widgets.

Widgets include buttons, menus, and scroll bars. Many different widget sets are

supported by Xt Intrinsics, e.g., Motif widget set of Open Software Foundation

(OSF), the Athena widget set developed at M.I.T, and Sony's Xsw widget set. Xt

relies on an object-oriented architecture that organizes widgets into classes, even

though they are coded in C. Class hierarchies as well as component hierarchies are

supported.

Inter Views is an object-oriented user interface system written in C++ on top

of the X window system [LINT88]. It supports composition of a graphical user

interface from a set of interactive objects called interactors. Smalltalk's MVC

paradigm advocates clear separation of views, controllers, and models. However,

the separation of the behavior of a graphical object into a controller and a view

does not work well, since the controller and the view of a particular widget are

closely related. Inter Views integrates a view and a controller in an interactor.

These systems possess some features as active object systems. For example, an

active value can be implemented by callback functions in Xt. A callback function

is associated with a widget. It is automatically activated, when a widget-specific
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condition occurs. However, callback functions can be defined only for system-

defined conditions, and programmers must set up callback functions in the callback

lists of widgets.

Inter Views provides predefined classes to support subject-view relations, e.g.,

class Button State and class Button. A subject maintains a list of its views. The

specialized behavior of a subject or view can be defined by virtual functions. The

subject-view mechanism and virtual functions used by Inter Views provide more

flexibility than callbacks in Xt. However, they are more complicated. The user

must set up the view list in a subject, and change of the subject state must ex-

plicitly alerted.

1.3 Research Goals and Results

In the object-oriented approach, a software system is seen as a collection of coop-

erative objects that closely reflect the real world objects. This view allows smooth

transitions between the analysis, design, and implementation stages of software

development, since all of these stages can be performed within the same object-

oriented framework. The result of the requirement analysis can be mapped to a

design without major changes. The design can be implemented by fully describing

the details that are left unspecified in the design. The difference between the design

and the implementation is merely the levels of abstraction. The transition from

analysis to design is helped by the naturalness of an object-oriented model. Mod-

ularity and extendibility of the object-oriented approach helps the transition from

design to implementation. Furthermore, these features enhance maintainability,

portability, and reusability of software systems. In this way, the object-oriented

approach makes rapid prototyping of software systems possible.

The ordinary object-oriented approach, however, sees a world as cooperative

passive objects that only react to the messages sent to them. A passive object

often fails to encapsulate its portion of control flow inside its behavior. Most
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researchers address the issue of control flow of passive objects separately from

those of abstraction and encapsulation.

The major purpose of the AOS approach is to provide better encapsulation,

abstraction, and modularization of certain objects, by modeling a world as a collec-

tion of interacting active objects. An active object confines its portion of control in

itself. Active objects can more closely model some real world objects than passive

objects. In such cases, the benefits of the object-oriented approach can be further

enhanced.

Since active objects possess their own portions of control, we can construct an

AOS by putting them together through their standardized structural interfaces,

without worrying about flow of control. This feature makes it possible to build

a software system by structural composition, in which software objects are con-

structed and modularized like hardware objects.

In this thesis, we demonstrate that the AOS approach can be applied to a

simulation system, a graphical user interface system, and a manufacturing control

system. We also demonstrate that these systems, when implemented as AOSs,

achieve good modularity. We expect that the AOS approach provides a sound

framework throughout the analysis, design, and implementation stages of these

systems.

1.4 Thesis Plan

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents the basic concepts of an AOS. We first show how AOS

integrates production rules and object-oriented programming and how it can be

constructued by structural composition.

In Chapter 3, we describe the active-object user-interface management system

(AOUIMS), whose framework is an AOS. By using several examples, we show how

the declarative way of programming can be effectively applied to an user interface
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management system.

In Chapter 4, implementation issues of an AOS and AOUIMS are discussed. We

first discuss the scheduling and trigger setup problems in an AOS and then describe

how to translate an AOS description into C++. Finally, the implementation of

AOUIMS is explained.

Chapter 5 presents several examples of AOS applications, which includes a

discrete simulation system, a flow-line manufacturing system, and a flexible man-

ufacturing system.

Chapter 6 compares the AOS approach with other programming paradigms,

such as production systems, object-oriented programming, and hybrid systems.

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis with a summary of the major benefits of the

AOS approach and discusses several possible future works. The Appendices include

the code of the AOS run time library and AOUIMS.



Chapter 2

Active Object System

2.1 Overview

15

An active object system (AOS) is an object-oriented concurrent system that uses

transition (production) rules, equational assignment statements, and event rou-

tines for its behavior description. Production systems are suitable for various

concurrent systems that require flexible synchronization [DAVI76, ZISM78]. On

the other hand, object-oriented programming [GOLD80, MEYE87] enables us to

achieve higher levels of modularization and code sharing. These two paradigms

are combined in the AOS approach.

The behavior of each object in an AOS is determined by the transition state-

ments provided for the class of that object. Each transition statement is a tran-

sition rule, which is a condition-action pair, an equational assignment statement,

or an event routine. Equational assignment statements pioneered by VISICALC

can maintain simple invariant relationships among object states. Event routines

are activated by messages. We support one-to-many message passing as well as

ordinary many-to-one message passing.

One key feature of our AOS is that the transition statements provided for

each object can access, besides the state of that object, the states of the other

objects known to the object, thus realizing inter-object communication. Desired
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connections among objects can be established through interface variables which

can be bound to proper objects when objects are instantiated.

In Section 2.2, we give an overview of an AOS by using a simple queuing system.

AOS features are further explained in Section 2.3.

2.2 Simple Queuing System

In this section, we introduce an AOS program by using a simple example of a

queuing system.

ql pl q2 p2 q3

queue
processor processor

queue queue

Figure 1. Queuing system with 2 processors and 3 queues.

The queuing system in Fig. 1 consists of a generator g that generates a stream

of jobs, two processors p1 and p2 that process jobs, and three queues qi, q2, and

q3 that hold jobs. Fig. 2 gives an AOS description of the system. It can be easily

seen that the code corresponds exactly to the diagram in Fig. 1; the output of g

is connected to qi, the input of pl is connected to ql and its output to q2, and so

on.

An AOS program consists of a main and classes. A class contains three parts:

an interface, a set of instance variables, and a behavior description, Instance vari-

ables and behavior can be private, protected, or public, as in C++ [STR086]. The

main is defined in the same way as a class but is an instance.

In order to construct the above system according to the AOS approach, we

first define the four classes used by the system: class Generator, class Queue,

class Processor, and class Job. Second, we create one instance g of Generator,

three instances qi, q2 and q3 of Queue and, two instances p1 and p2 of Processor

and provide the static interconnections among them as specified in Fig. 2. The



QueuingSystem {

Private:

Generator g with {output = q1;};

Queue qi;

Processor pl with {input = q1; output = q2;};

Queue q2;

Processor p2 with {input = q2; output = q3; };

Queue q3;

Public:

boolean systemRunning = true;
}

Figure 2. Queuing system main.
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interconnections between Job instances and the other system components cannot

be defined statically, since Job instances are created dynamically by g and are

moved to the processors and the queues during the execution of the system.

We now show the definitions of the classes used by the system.

Class Timer {

public:

int status;

}
}

void startTimer(int delay) {

/* Sets status to running.

When the delay time passes,

status automatically changes to complete. */

Figure 3. Timer.

Class Timer. Class Timer is a system-defined class. A Timer is used by a
Generator or Processor to measure a time interval. Initially its status

is reset. After it starts running, its status changes to complete when the

specified delay time expires.

Class Job. Class Job has instance variables ID and next. The next field is used to



Class Job{

public:

Int ID;

Job *next;
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Figure 4. Job.

Class Generator {

interface:

Queue *output; /* imported reference */

public:

Timer tm with status = reset;

Job newJob;

int joblD = 0;

/* Transition Rule Start */

transition start {

when (system_running and (tm.status == reset))

tm.startTimer(random());

1;

/* Transition rule Stop */

transition stop {

when (tm.status == complete) {

newJob = new Job;

newJob->ID = joblD + +;

newJob->next = nil;

output->enqueue(newJob);

tm.status = reset;
};

1;

Figure 5. Generator.
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Class Queue {

public:

int njobs;

Job *head = nil, *tail = nil, *temp;

void enqueue (Job* job) {

/* put the job at the end of the queue */

if (tail == nil) {

tail = job; head = job;
}

else {

tail-> next = job; tail = tail->next;
}

njobs++;

I

Job* dequeue () {

/* get the job in front of the queue */
if (head) {

njobs--;

temp = head; head = head->next; temp->next = nil;
}

return (temp);
}

Figure 6. Queue.
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Class Processor {

interface:

Queue *input, *output; /* imported reference */

public:

boolean avail = true;

Timer tm with status = reset;

Job *job = nil;

/* Transition Start */

transition start {

when ((input->njobs > 0) and (avail == true)) {

job = input->dequeue();

avail = false;

tm.startTime(random());

1;

1;

/* Transition Stop */

transition stop {

when (tm.status == complete) {

tm.status = reset;

avail = true;

output->enqueue(job);
};

Figure 7. Processor.
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point to the next Job when Jobs form a queue. It has no behavior description.

Class Generator. Class Generatorgenerates a stream of jobs whose inter-arrival

times are randomly distributed. Interface variable output of class Queue

designates the queue to which this generator feeds jobs. Transition rule

start initiates the timer tm, whose expiration time designates the next job's

generation time. When the timer expires, transition rule stop that generates

a job and resets the timer is activated.

Class Queue. Class Queue has two methods, enqueue and dequeue. Instance

variable nj obs is directly accessed by Processors.

Class Processor. A Processor processes jobs found in the Queue designated by

interface variable input one at a time. When the processing of each job

is complete, the job is placed in the Queue designated by interface variable

output. The Timer tm is used to measure the processing time, which is

randomly generated. Instance variable avail indicates if the processor is

free or busy. Transition rule start is activated when the processor is free

and when there is at least one job in the input queue. Once activated, the

processor removes one job from the input queue and starts the timer. When

the timer expires, transition rule stop, which resets the timer and moves the

job to the output queue, is activated.

2.3 AOS Features

In this section, we discuss further details of an AOS system. Our discussions centers

around its key feature, i.e., structural composition of active objects. Inter-object

communications among the structurally composed active objects are realized by in-

terface variables and transitions. In addition to event routines that respond to mes-

sages, transition rules, which are condition-action pairs, and always statements,
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which are equational assignment statements, can be used as transition statements

that describe the behaviors of active objects.

2.3.1 Structural Composition

We can compose a new AOS object from its component objects by providing proper

connections among them. Interface variables, which act like terminals of hardware

components, are used for this purpose. Interface variables are basically pointers

through which remote objects are accessed. The object bound to an interface

variable may be dynamically changed. Dynamic bindings of objects to interface

variables are needed to describe time-dependent structural relationships among

active objects. As we discuss in Section 4.1, operations on dynamically bound

objects cannot be handled as efficiently as those on statically bound objects. The

latter can be compiled into efficient code.

There are two kinds of hierarchies in an AOS. One is the class hierarchy, and

the other is the component hierarchy. Although the component hierarchy exists in

ordinary object-oriented programming, we attach more importance to it. Fig. 8

shows the component hierarchy in the queuing system discussed in Section 2.2.

QueuingSystem

tm

ql p 1 q2

un

p2 q3

tm

Figure 8. Component hierarchy of the queuing system given in Section 2.2.

As in ordinary OOP, public and protected instance variables and transition

statements are inherited from a superclass to its subclasses according to the class

hierarchy. Furthermore, according to the component hierarchy, public instance

variables are visible to its components. For example, the instance variable system-

Running of the main Queuing System, is visible to the instance g of class Generator.
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The inheritance according to the class hierarchy precedes the inheritance according

to the component hierarchy.

2.3.2 Behavior Description

Objects in Smalltalk or C++ are passive in the sense that they respond only to

the messages sent to them. On the other hand, the behaviors of AOS objects

can be specified by three kinds of transition statements: transition rules, always

statements, and event routines.

Transition Rules

Each transition rule is a condition-action pair, and its action part is executed when

its condition part is satisfied. An execution of a transition rule should be atomic.

The implementation details of the execution mechanism of transition rules are

discussed in Section 4.2.

Always Statements

A simple mechanism for describing a behavior of an object is an equational as-

signment statement that maintains an invariant relationship among the states of

objects. always statements are used for this purpose.

For example, the class AND-Gate can be defined as follows. Note that interface

variables input 1 and input2 are bound to instances of Gate, each of which has

an instance variable output.

An always statement can be implemented similarly to a transition rule. The

execution of the assignment statement should be triggered whenever any of the

variables used in the expression of the always statement changes.
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class Gate {

public:

bool output;
}

class AND-Gate: public Gate {

interface:

Gate *inputl, *input2;

always output = inputl->output && input2->output;

Event Routines

The activations of transition rules are, at least conceptually, state-driven. Active

objects can communicate with each other by directly accessing the states of other

objects rather than sending messages to them. Although this mechanism often

eliminates the necessity of explicit message passing, some events are more efficiently

handled by messages. An AOS supports event-driven activations of procedures.

We consider messages as extended events that include some data as parameters.

The unique feature of our message passing mechanism is that it supports one-to-

many message-passing as well as many-to-one message-passing.

We provide two constructs that support message passing among objects. The

statement say message(pi, pn) [to receiver] is used to send a message (to the

receiver specified as receiver). The receiver may or may not be specified. The

statement on message(pi, pn) [from sender] is used to receive a message (from

the sender specified as sender). The sender may or may not be specified. For a pair

of say and on statements between which a message is passed, if the sender is not

specified in the say statement, the receiver must be specified in the on statement,

and vice versa. The receiver object of a say statement and the sender object of an

on statement, if specified, should be visible to the objects issuing these statements.

The message-passing mechanism in ordinary 00P can be regarded as many-

to-one message-passing, where each say statement specifies exactly one receiver of
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the message, while one on statement can receive messages from different senders.

If the receiver is not specified in a say statement, the message can be received

by any objects to which the sender is visible. Hence, we can implement one-to-

many message passing. In the example given later, we show how this mode of

message passing can simplify programming.

2.3.3 Examples

To illustrate the usefulness of the features discussed in this section, we show the
controller of a radio-button group as shown in Fig. 9 as various AOS programs.

Our button group has three push buttons of which at most one button can be on

at any time.

Button Group

Button

b[1]

Button

b[2] b[3]

Figure 9. Button Group.

In Fig. 10, two basic classes UlObject and Button are shown. UlObject is

the super-class of Button. A UlObject catches every mouseDown event, and if it
detects that the event has happened inside its region, it broadcasts the message
pressed(). Class Button inherits all the properties of class UIObj ect and has one
instance variable status which indicates whether the button is on or off.

In the implementation called ButtonGroupA shown in Fig. 11, class ButtonA.

which is defined as a subclass of class Button, is responsible for the whole op-

erations of the button group. When each instance of ButtonA detects message
pressed() from itself (super-object), it changes its status to on and sets the
parent's buttonlD to the value of its myID. Each of the other buttons makes its
status field off, detecting its myID to be different from the value in the parent's

buttonlD.



class UlObject {

Region region;
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on mouseDown(Position position) from mouse

if (in(position, region))

say pressed();

class Button: public UlObject {

Status status = off;
}

Figure 10. Classes UlObject and Button.

class ButtonA: public Button {

int myID;

on pressed() from this do {

status = on;

parent -> buttonlD = myID;

}

if (parent >buttonlD <> myID)

status = off;
}

class ButtonGroupA

int buttonlD;

ButtonA b[MAXBUTTON];

for (i=0; i<MAXBUTTON; i++)

b[i] .myID = i;

Figure 11. Button group A.
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In the implementation shown in Fig. 12, only event routines are used for behav-

ior descriptions, while a transition rule is used by button group A. If a ButtonB

receives pressed() from itself, it changes its status to on and sends message
pressed (myID) to its parent. When the parent object, which is a ButtonGroupB,

receives pressed() from its component, it sets the status of the previously pressed

button to off and sets the ID of the newly pressed button newButtonlD to its in-

stance variable oldButtonlD.

class ButtonB : public Button {

int myID;

on pressed() from this do {

status = on;

say pressed(myID) to parent;
1

}

class ButtonGroupB {

int oldButtonlD, newButtonlD;

ButtonA b[MAXBUTTON];

for (i=0; i<MAXBUTTON; i++)

b[i] .myID = i;

}

on pressed (newButtonlD) do {

b[oldButtonlD].status = off;

oldButtonlD = newButtonlD;
}

Figure 12. Button group B.

In the last implementation shown in Fig. 13, Butt onGroupC takes care of all
of the operations of the button group. The pressed() message generated by
any Button is caught by its parent ButtonGroupC instance. We could program
ButtonGroupC without introducing a specialized class of Button because on state-

ments can designate their sources of messages. We consider it important not to

proliferate class definitions.



class ButtonGroupC {

Button b [MAXBUTTON] ;

on pressed ( ) from b [1] {

b [1] . status = on;

b [2] . status = off ;

b [3] . status = off ;

on pressed ( ) from b [2] {

b [1] . status = off ;

b [2] . status = on;

b [3] . status = off ;

}

on pressed ( ) from b [3] {

b [1] . status = off ;

b [2] . status = off ;

b [3] . status = on;

}

Figure 13. Button group C.

28
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Chapter 3

User Interface System Based on Active Objects

3.1 Overview

Implementation of a sophisticated graphical user interface is still a laborious en-

deavor although object-oriented programming [GOLD80, MEYE88], with its higher

levels of modularization and code sharing, has made this process significantly eas-

ier. The benefits of object-oriented user interface systems are well documented in

[LIPK82, SIBE86, BART87, LINT88, KNOL89]. In this chapter, we show that

further improvement can be achieved through the use of an active object system

as the framework of a user interface system.

The major goal of the AOS approach is to construct a certain class of sys-

tems by the hierarchical composition of active objects, where software objects are

constructed and modularized like hardware objects. The feature is very useful in

constructing a user interface system because construction of a user interface is ba-

sically assembling component objects such as buttons, text fields, and indicators

together.

In an active-object user interface management system (AOUIMS), user interface

objects are implemented as active objects, which we call active user interface

objects (AUI0s). The fact that the AOS approach is based on active objects with

structural interfaces, whereas a conventional object-oriented user interface system
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is based on passive objects with procedural interfaces, makes an AOUIMS easier to

design, implement, and maintain than an ordinary object-oriented user interface

system. Ellis claims that active objects provide a higher level of modularity than

passive objects [ELLI89]. For example, an AOUIMS rarely requires back pointers,

which are frequently used by a user interface system written in a conventional

OOP language.

3.2 Simple Examples

In this section, we introduce the AOUIMS approach by using simple examples.

An AOUIMS program consists of a main program and classes. A class contains

three parts: an interface, a set of instance variables, and a behavior description.

Variables defined in the interface part are called interface variables. An interface

variable is a special instance variable that contains a reference to another object.

The application main is defined in the same way as a class but is an instance. As

in C++ [STRO86], instance variables and functions can be private, protected, or

public.

3.2.1 Labeled Push-Button

Fig. 14 shows a graphical view of a labeled push-button. The button is shown as

a circle when it is not chosen, and it is shown as a filled circle when it is chosen.

not selected

Button 1 Button2

selected

Figure 14. Labeled Push-Button.

We now show how the class for labeled push-buttons can be defined. Before

class Push Button is defined, super-classes of Push Button must be defined.



class UlObject {

UlObject *parent;

Position position;

Region region;

Bool visible = true;
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/* event routine activated by a mouseDown() message */
on mouseDown(Position location)

from mouse {

when (inside(location, region))

say chosen();

Figure 15. Class UlObject.

Class UIObj ect given in Fig. 15 is the root class for all the AUI0s. Every AUTO

maintains a pointer parent pointing to its parent in the component hierarchy. The

variable posit ion indicates the location of a graphical object created as an instance

of a subclass of UIObj ect. The variable region shows the region occupied by the

graphical object. The variable visible indicates whether the graphical object

should be visible or not. If a UlObject detects a mouseDown() event within the

region of its graphical representation, it broadcasts message chosen() .

class Button: public UlObject {
public:

bool selected = false;

char *label;

Button(char *name) {label = name};

Figure 16. Class Button.

Class Button defined in Fig. 16 is a subclass of UlObject. It has two instance

variables, selected, which indicates whether the button is on or off, and label,

which stores the name of the button.

We now can define the class PushButton as a subclass of Button. Fig. 17 shows
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AOUIMS description of Push Button.

class PushButton: public Button {

public:

PushButton(char *label) : (label) {};

int radius = 20;

/* a circle */

Circle circle(radius) at (0, 0);

/* draw a text below the circle */

Text text(label) at (0, -30);

/* a filledCircle */

FilledCircle fcircle(radius) at (0, 0);

/* to be displayed when selected is true */

always fcircle.visible = selected;

/* event routine activated by message chosen() */

on chosen() from this

selected = not selected;

Figure 17. Class Push Button.

When each instance of Push Button detects message chosen() from itself (super-

object), it changes its instance variable selected, which is defined in Button, from

true to false or from false to true.

The graphical representation of an instance of Push Button is declaratively de-

fined by instance variables circle, text, and fCircle. These graphical objects

are instantiated when a Push Button is created. The graphical objects circle

and text are displayed statically all the time. The graphical object fcircle

is displayed only while the labeled push-button is selected, as dictated by the
equational assignment statement always fcircle.visible = selected, which

always maintains fcircle.visible equal to selected.

3.2.2 Button Group

Radio buttons are similar to labeled push-buttons, but among a group of radio

buttons, only one of them can be selected at any time. Fig. 18 shows a button
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group which has three radio buttons.

Figure 18. Button Group.

Fig. 19 shows the definition of class Radio Button, which will be used as a

component class of the class for button groups.

class RadioButton: public Button {

interface:

int *i_selectedButton ;

public:

int myID;

int radius = 20;

RadioButton(int id, char *name) : (name)

{myld = id, i_selectedButton = nil };

Circle circle(radius) at (0, 0);

Text text(label) at (0, -30);

FilledCircle fcircle(radius) at (0, 0);

/* draw a filledCircle whenever selected is true */

always fcircle.visible = selected;

/* event routine activated by the message chosen() */
on chosen() from this do

{selected = true; *i_selectedButton = myID; };

/* transition rule activated

whenever myID is different from selectedButton */

when (*i_selectedButton <> myID) selected = false;

Figure 19. Class Radio Button.

In the implementation of class Radio Button, each button is responsible for

all of the operations of the button group. When each instance of Radio Button

detects message chosen() from itself (super-object), it changes its instance vari-

able selected to true and sets the variable referred to by the interface variable
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i_selectedButton to the value of its myID. As we see later, the variable referred to

by i_selectedButton indicates the button selected within a button group. Then

each of the other buttons sets its selected field to false, detecting its myID to

be different from the value of the variable referred to by i_selectedButton. The

graphical representation of a radio button is identical to that of a push button.

We now can define the class for button groups by using Radio Button as a

component class. Class ButtonGroupA given in Fig. 20 is an AOUIMS description

of the class for button groups.

class ButtonGroupA {

public:

int selectedButton;

RadioButton bl(1, "bin) at

with i_selectedButton =

RadioButton b2(2, "b2") at

with i_selectedButton =

RadioButton b3(3, "b3") at

with i_selectedButton =

1

(0, 0)

ItselectedButton;

(40, 0)

& selectedButton;

(80, 0)

& selectedButton;

Figure 20. Class ButtonGroupA.

The variable selectedButton stores the ID of the currently selected button.

Three radio buttons, bi, b2, and b3, are defined as instances of Radio Button, and

they are connected to selectedButton through their i_selectedButtons. This

example clearly shows that we can declaratively construct an AOUIMS class from

its component AUIOs by specifying interactions among them.

3.3 AOUIMS Features

In this section, we discuss further details of an AOUIMS system. Our discussions

centers around its key features, i.e., structural composition of AUIOs, inter-object

communications among the structurally composed AUIOs, and multiple views.
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3.3.1 Composition of AUIO

We can compose a new AUIO from its component AUIOs by providing proper
connections among them. Interface variables, which act like terminals of hardware

components, are used for this purpose. Interface variables are pointers through
which remote objects are accessed. The object bound to an interface variable may

be dynamically changed. Dynamic bindings of objects to interface variables are
needed to describe time-dependent structural relationships among active objects.
As we discussed in Section 4.1. operations on dynamically bound objects cannot

be handled as efficiently as those on statically bound objects. The latter can be
compiled into efficient code.

AOUIMS supports component hierarchies as well as class hierarchies. Although

component hierarchies exist in ordinary object-oriented programming, we attach

more importance to it. Fig. 21 shows the component hierarchy in the button group
discussed in Section 3.2.

buttonGroup

selectedButton bl b2 b3

myID radius circle (Circle text

myID radius circle fCircle text

mylD radius circle fCircle text

Figure 21. Component Hierarchy of the Button Group.

As in ordinary OOP, instance variables and transition statements are inherited
from a superclass to its subclasses according to the class hierarchy. Furthermore,

according to the static component hierarchy, public instance variables are visible
to its components. The inheritance according to the class hierarchy precedes the
inheritance according to the component hierarchy. This mechanism allows us to
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provide global variables at different levels.

3.3.2 Behavior Description

Objects in Smalltalk or C++ are passive in the sense that they only respond to

the messages sent to them. On the other hand, the behaviors of AUI0s, can

be specified by three kinds of transition statements: transition rules, which are

condition-action pairs, event routines, which respond to messages, and always

statements, which are equational assignment statements.

Transition Rule

Each transition rule is a condition-action pair, and its action part is executed when

its condition part is satisfied. An execution of a transition rule should be atomic.

The implementation details of the execution mechanism of transition rules are

discussed in Section 4.1.2.

Event Routines

The activations of transition rules are, at least conceptually, state-driven. Ac-

tive objects can communicate with each other by directly accessing the states of

other objects rather than sending messages to them. Although this mechanism

often eliminates the necessity of explicit message passing, some events are more

efficiently handled by messages. An AOUIMS supports event-driven activations of

procedures. We consider messages as extended events that include some data as

parameters. One important feature of our message passing mechanism is that it

supports one-to-many message-passing as well as many-to-one message-passing.

We provide two constructs that support message passing among objects. The

statement say message(pi,...,N) [-to receiver] is used to send a message (to the

receiver specified as receiver). The receiver may or may not be specified. The
statement on message(pi,...,13n) [from sender] is used to receive a message (from
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the sender specified as sender). The sender may or may not be specified. For a pair

of say and on statements between which a message is passed, if the sender is not

specified in the say statement, the receiver must be specified in the on statement,
and vice versa. The receiver object of a say statement and the sender object of an

on statement, if specified, should be visible to the objects issuing these statements.

The message-passing mechanism in ordinary OOP can be regarded as many-

to-one message-passing, where each say statement specifies exactly one receiver of

the message, while one on statement can receive messages from different senders.

If the receiver is not specified in a say statement, the message can be received

by any objects to which the sender is visible. Hence, we implement one-to-many

message passing. In the next example, we show how this mode of message passing

can simplify the structure of an AOUIMS class.

In the implementation of class ButtonGroupB shown in Fig. 22, ButtonGroupB

takes care of all the operations required for a button group. The chosen() mes-

sage generated by any Button is caught by its parent ButtonGroupB instance.

We could program Butt onGroupB without introducing a specialized class such as

RadioButton, because on statements can designate their sources of messages. In

this way, we can define classes without proliferating class definitions.

Always Statements

A simple mechanism for describing a behavior of an AUIO is an equational as-

signment statement that maintains an invariant relationship among the states of

AUI0s. always statements are used for this purpose.

An always statement can be implemented like a transition rule. The execution

of the assignment statement should be triggered whenever any of the variables

used in the expression of the always statement changes.
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class ButtonGroupB {

public:

Button bl("b1");

Button b2("b2");

Button b3("b3");

/* Event routine activated by chosen() from bi */

on chosen() from bl {

bi.selected = true;

b2.selected = false;

b3.selected = false;

1;

/* Event routine activated by chosen() from b2 */

on chosen() from b2 {

bl.selected = false;

b2.selected = true;

b3.selected = false;

1;

/* Event routine activated by chosen() from b3 */

on chosen() from b3 {

bl.selected = false;

b2.selected = false;

b3.selected = true;

1;

Figure 22. Class ButtonGroupB
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3.3.3 Multiple views

Separation of a view object froma subject (or model) object is often important for

easy modification of a user interface. In an AOUIMS, these objects can be easily

separated into different AUIOs, and the necessary interconnections between them

can be provided by interface variables. Multiple views can be supported in the

same way.

Fig. 23 shows a subject, which contains a value, and three view objects, which

represent the value as a barchart, a piechart, and a text. Each view always reflects

the current value of the subject.

Bar Chart

100

75

50

25

0

value:25

NN4.,
Text

25

Figure 23. Multiple Views.

25

Furthermore, the barchart and the text can be manipulated by the user. If the

user clicks the mouse button inside the barchart, the height of the bar is adjusted

to the point where the mouse-down event occurred. The new height of the bar

is then reflected in the value of the subject. This change further causes chain

reactions in other view objects. Conversely, the user can directly edit the text

representation of the value. Then the barchart and the piechart will be updated

accordingly. We assume that the piechart only displays the value of the subject as

a filled arc and cannot accept user input.
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We now define class Multiple Views in Fig. 24.

class MultipleViews {

public:

int subject;

BarChart barChart(100, 20) at (0, 0) with i_subject = &subject;

PieChart pieChart(100) at (100, 50) with i_subject = &subject;

Text text(20, 20) at (50, 0) with i_subject = &subject;

Figure 24. Class Multiple Views.

Multiple Views shows subject as a subject object and BarChart, PieChart,

and Text as its views. subj ect is connected to the views through the interface

variable i_subj ect.

In the following, we show how required classes for this example of multiple

views can be defined. The class MultipleViews uses three component classes,

BarChart, PieChart, and Text.

class BarChart : public UlObject {

interface:

int *i_subject;

public:

int height, width;

BarChart (int h, int w) {height = h; width = w;};

Rectangle frame(height, width) at (0, 0);

FilledRectangle bar(width) at (0, 0);

/* event routine activated by a mouseDown() message */

on mouseDown(Position location) from mouse

if (inside(location, region))

*i_subject = location.y / height * 100;

/* bar.height should always reflect the state of i_subject */

always bar.height = *i_subject / 100 * height;

Figure 25. Class BarChart.

Class BarChart shown in Fig. 25 is a subclass of UlObject. The graphical
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representation of a Bar Chart consists of a rectangle frame and a filled rectangle

bar which is dynamically updated. If an event mouseDown is received from mouse

by an instance of Bar Chart, the variable pointed to by i_subject is updated to

reflect the current position of the mouseDown event. The superclass of Bar Chart

also contains a event routine for the mouseDown event. However, it is overridden

by the event routine of Bar Chart. The height of bar is changed according to value

of the variable pointed to by i_subj ect, as specified by the equational assignment

statement always bar .height= *i_subject / 100 * height.

The class of the instance variable bar is shown in Fig. 26.

class FilledRectangle: public UlObject {

public:

int oldHeight = 0, height, width;

FilledRectangle(int w) {width = w};

)-

/* transition rule which update shape of the filled rectangle */

if (updated(height) && (oldHeight != height) {

if (oldHeight > height))

eraseRectangle(height, oldHeight, width);

else

filledRectangle(oldHeight, height, width);

oldHeight = height;

1

Figure 26. Class Filled Rectangle.

Class Filled Rectangle is defined as a subclass of Filled Rectangle. If the

interface variable height is updated and has a new value, Filled Rectangle erases

the region of the rectangle specified by oldHeight and width and draws a new

rectangle specified by height. Instance variable oldHeight maintains the value of

current height.

Class Pie Chart is shown in Fig. 27. Graphical representation of Pie Chart

consists of a circle and a fArc. It does not accept user input and only draws a

piechart which reflects the current state of i_subject.
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class PieChart : public UlObject {
interface:

int *i_subject;

public:

int radius;

PieChart(int r) {radius = r };

Circle circle(radius) at (0, 0);

FilledArc fArc(radius) at (0, 0);

always fArc.degree =

*i_subject / 100 * 360;

Figure 27. Class Pie Chart.

class Text {

interface:

int *i_subject;

public:

int height, width;

Text (int h, int w) {height = h; width = w;};

Rectangle rectangle(height, width) at (0, 0);
EditableText eText at (0, 0);

always *i_subject = atoi(eText.text);

always eText.text = itoa(*i_subject);

Figure 28. Class Text.
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Fig. 28 shows class Text. Text accepts user input and echos the input to the

display. The instance variable eText of class EditableText takes care of user in-

put. i_subj ect and text of eText always reflect each other's state constrained by

the equational statements always *i_subj ect = atoi (eText . text) and always

eText . text = it oa (*i_ subj ect).
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Chapter 4

Implementation Issues

In this chapter, we describe the implementation issues of AOS and AOUIMS. We

first describe an AOS runtime environment, then discuss the issues in translating an

AOS description into C++. Finally, we explain the implementation of AOUIMS.

4.1 AOS Runtime Environment

The AOS translator translates AOS descriptions into C++. The major problem

in the AOS implementation is the mechanism for activating behavior description

routines such as transition rules, always statements, and event routines. As these

routines are activated by triggers, setting up the triggers for them is the main
subject of this section.

4.1.1 Event Scheduling

An AOS computation is a sequence of transitions, which are executions of transi-

tion statements. As we defined in Section 2.1, a transition statement is either a

transition rule, an always statement, or an event procedure. Transitions transform

the states of objects and generate events. These new states of objects and events

may trigger further transitions.

We call an object that contains a transition rule, an always statement, or an

event routine on message a target object, since it becomes a target of triggers or
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a receiver of messages. The objects that are referenced by the condition parts

of transition rules are called trigger objects and their state change may trigger

transition rules in target objects. For each event routine say msg(), we create

an message object msg, which is also called trigger object. say msg() triggers on
msg() in target objects.

An AOS computation can be best understood in terms of triggers and tran-

sitions activated by them. Fig. 29 shows this interaction in the simple queuing

system discussed in Section 2.2.

Generator : g Queue : ql

njobs -
trigger

Processor : p1 Queue : q2

Figure 29. Triggers and transitions.

trigger

In an AOS, triggered transitions are executed one at a time. Since an execu-

tion of a transition may cause activations of multiple transitions, multiple triggered

transitions may be pending at any given time. The transitions triggered simulta-

neously should not interfere with each other, or their interference should not cause

any undesirable effects. When simultaneously activated transitions cause undesir-

able effects, the programmer must take care of the problem by introducing, for

example, interlocking variables or programmer-defined queues.

Fig. 30 shows the run time environment for an AOS. All the three kinds of
transition statements are implemented as C++ functions. A trigger list TL is
provided for each trigger object. Each entry of the TL associated with a trigger
object o is a triple (t, f, p), which we call a trigger element. A trigger element

(t, f, p) indicates that function f of object t should be activated when the state of

o changes or when a message object o is sent. We can pass an optional parameter

used by a message routine by the third parameter p.

We now explain how the executions of the triggered transition statements are
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scheduled. The AOS scheduler maintains two queues for this purpose, one for

triggered transition rules and always statements and the other for triggered event
routines.

Activations of transition rules are handled as follows. When the state of a
trigger object changes, the trigger elements in its TL are added to the triggered-

transition-list TTL. TTL, which is implemented as a circular queue, maintains the

trigger elements for all the triggered transition rules. Transition rules designated by

the trigger elements in TTL are executed one by one by the AOS scheduler. Since

the activation of a transition rule is assumed to be state driven, some triggered
transitions may remain in TTL even after the execution as long as the condition

part of the transition rule is true. Triggered transitions will be executed until the
condition part of the transition rule become false.

Always statements are treated as special kinds of transition rules. All the vari-

ables used in the right hand side of an always statement are regarded as condition

variables, and their state changes trigger its execution.

Event routines are scheduled differently from transition rules. They are ex-
ecuted according to their activation order, whereas transition rules are executed
without any explicit ordering. For event scheduling, the AOS scheduler maintains
the triggered-event-list TEL. When an event for an message object o is posted, the
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trigger elements in TL associated with o are added to TEL. The AOS scheduler

executes event routines designated by the trigger elements in TEL one by one on

first-come-first-serve basis.

Although it is possible to let individual objects produce events at future times,

computation resources can be saved if timed events (or future events) are directly

supported by the system. A timed event is a triple (tm, t, e, p) which indicates

that event routine e of object t should be executed at time tm with parameter p.

When a timed event is posted, it is added to TEL. When the time specified in it

is reached, its execution is scheduled by the AOS scheduler. TEL is implemented

as a priority queue.

4.1.2 Trigger Setup

In order for the transition rules in an AOS to work properly, whenever the state of

an object changes, all the transition rules that refer to that state in their condition

parts should be activated. Hence, triggers should be setup for the objects whose

states are referenced by transition rules. Event-routines are activated by events.

Whenever an event routine sends a message, all the event-routines which receives

the message should be activated. The message object maintains the trigger list

which designates the event-routines which receives the message. Trigger of the

transition rules and event-routines are set up in the same way.

We now introduce some definitions used in our discussions.

Reference Path. A reference expression such as x .p->q->y .z, where x, y, z, p,

and q are field names, and furthermore p and q are pointers, is used to access

the state of an object. A reference expression, when evaluated, produces a

reference path (vo, v1, v2, ..., vn,), where vo is a target object, vi is a composite

object containing vi+1 or a pointer object pointing to v, +1, and vn, is a trigger

object. The reference path for the reference expression x .p->q->y .z is (x,

x.p, *(x.p), x.p->q, *(x.p->q), x.p->q->y, x.p->q->y.z). We designate
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each reference by (target-object-ID, reference-ID). Reference IDs are integers

unique relative to each object.

Dynamic Path Pointer. A pointer object that is an element of a reference path

is called a path pointer. When the value of a path pointer is changed during

the execution of an AOS program, it is called a dynamic path pointer.

Static Triggers

In most cases, the reference path for a reference does not involve any dynamic

pointers. In this case, the trigger for that reference need not be changed during

the execution of the program. Since we can know the exact object that will be

accessed when the target object is instantiated, the trigger for the reference need

be setup only once when the target object is instantiated.

Dynamic Triggers

When the reference path of a reference involves a dynamic pointer, the trigger

object for that reference changes when the value of that pointer is manipulated.

However, dynamic path pointers are seldom used in real applications. Therefore,

in the AOS implementation, dynamic triggers are not supported. In this section,

we describe a possible implementation strategy of dynamic triggers.

If the reference path of a trigger object is changed at runtime, the trigger in

the old trigger object should be dropped, and the new trigger should be added to

the new trigger object. It is generally impossible to tell which trigger object is

accessed until the operation that modifies the dynamic trigger object is actually

executed.

When the value of a dynamic path pointer is changed, all the reference paths

that involve the dynamic path pointer are affected. We associate with each dy-

namic path pointer a path list that contains the set of path elements each of which

indicates a reference path that includes the dynamic path pointer. A path element
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Figure 31. Trigger lists and path lists.
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Fig. 31 shows the trigger lists and the path lists maintained by trigger ob-

jects and dynamic path objects, respectively. The situation depicted is as follows.

Transition ti of object a accesses the state of object h through reference expression

*(u->v->z). Transition t2 of object b and transition t3 of object c also access the

state of h, and transition t4 of object d accesses that of object k. The reference

path IDs of all of these reference paths happen to be 1. Note that reference path

IDs are relative to each target object. The path list of dynamic path pointer y in

object f, for example, is ((a, 1), (b, 1) and (c, 1)), which indicates that y of f is
involved in the three reference paths originating from a, b, and c.

We now show how the trigger lists and the path lists should be updated when

the object pointed to by a dynamic path pointer is changed. In Fig. 32, the
dynamic path pointer x in e, which initially points to f as in Fig. 31, is changed

to point to object i. Now the trigger elements (b, t1) and (c, 13) are removed from

h, and they are added to k. Path elements (b, 1) and (c, 1) are deleted from y of
f and z of g, and they are added to y of i and z of j.

When the value of a dynamic path pointer p is to be changed, the proce-

dure given in Fig. 33 must be executed. In order to allow dynamic trigger setup,
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Figure 32. A change of a dynamic path pointer value.

for each path element (s, i) in the path list of p do
begin

remove path element (s, i) from every dynamic
path pointer in the old reference path (s, i),
and remove the trigger element (s, tj) from the old trigger object;
change p;

add path element (s, i) to every dynamic
path pointer in the new reference path (s, i),
and add the trigger element (s, tj) to the new trigger object;

end;

Figure 33. Changing a dynamic path pointer value.
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methods addElements(i, t) and removeElements (i), where i is a reference-

path ID, and t a transition ID, should be provided in the class definition of each

target object s. Method addElements(i, t) adds path element (s, i) to each dy-

namic path pointer in the ith reference path originating from s by calling method

addPathElement (this , i) for that dynamic path pointer, and it adds trigger

element (s, t) to the trigger object of the ith reference path originating from

s by calling method addTriggerElement (s, t) for the trigger object. Method

removeElements (i) applied to a target object s removes the path element (s, i)

from each dynamic path pointer in the ith reference path originating from s, and

the trigger element (s, t) from the trigger object of that reference path.

Fig. 34 shows the addElements(i, t) and removeElements (i) methods de-

fined in the class for object b.

addElements(i, t) {

switch (i) {

1: { s.addPathElement(this, i);

s->x.addPathElement(this, i);

s->x->y.addPathElement(this, i);

s->x->y->z.addPathElement(this, i);

*(s->x->y->z).addTriggerElement(this, t2);
}

}

removeElements(i) {

switch (i) {

1: { s.removePathElement(this, i);

s->x.removePathElement(this, i);

s->x->y.removePathElement(this, i);

s->x->y->z.removePathElement(this, i);

*(s->x->y->z).removeTriggerElement(this, t2); }

}

Figure 34. The methods add Elements and removeElements.
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4.2 Translation Issues

An AOS is programmed in the AOS description language (AOSDL), which is an

extension of C++. AOSDL supports special constructs for transition statements

and with clauses. An AOS preprocessor should translate these special constructs

into C++.

4.2.1 Transition Rules

Transition rules are translated into C++ functions that are activated when the

states of their condition variables change.

transitionrule ::= transitionrule_header transitionrule_body

transitionrule_header ::= [ "virtual ") "transition" transition_name

transition_name ::= simple_name I class_name "::" simple_name

transitionrule_body ::= "{ "when" "C" expression ")" statement "1"

Figure 35. Syntax of a transition rule.

Fig. 35 shows the syntax of a transition rule. Each transition rule consists of a

transitionrule_header and a transitionrule_body. The type and the name

of a transition rule are defined in the transitionrule_header. Using an optional

keyword virtual, a transition rule can be overridden by the transition rule of the

same name defined in a subclass of the class where it is defined. The body of a

transition rule has one statement called a when statement. The syntax of a when

statement is similar to a C++ if statement. It consists of the keyword when, a

C++ expression, and a C++ statement. The transitionrule_body is translated

into an if statement by replacing the keywords transition and when by void

and if, respectively. The type of the translated C++ function becomes void.

The most important part in the translation of a transition rule is to provide

statements for the trigger setup as explained in the previous section. For each

condition variable, we must provide a trigger list, which is a list of the transition

rules that must be activated whenever the state of the condition variable is changed.
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For this purpose, the classes of condition variables must support the triggering

mechanism of transition rules. When the class of the condition variable is user-

defined, it can be subclassed from the original class with the triggering mechanism

added. However, when it is system-defined it should be redefined as a separate

class, since a system-defined type can not be subclassed in C++. The new class

must include the triggering mechanism as well as the structure and the behavior

of the original class.

Fig. 36 shows the class Int, which is a redefinition of type int of C++ with

the added triggering mechanism. The instance variable val of class Int stores

the integer value that an instance of Int is supposed to represent. A value can

be assigned to val by the constructors of Int at the initialization time or by an

assignment operation after Int is instantiated.

Whenever a new value is assigned to val, the elements of the trigger list must

be activated. Class Int contains two differnet trigger lists, trTL and alwaysTL.

The trigger list trTL is used for triggering transition rules, and alwaysTL for

always statements. When val is changed, triggered trigger elements are added to

TTL for activation. However, always statements are executed immediately. The

assignment operator = is redefined to add the trigger elements in trTL to TTL and

to execute the trigger elements in alwaysTL.

Fig. 37 and 38 shows the C++ translations of classes Queue and Processor, re-

spectively, in the simple queuing system. Class Processor contains two transition

rules start and stop that are translated into C++ functions. The types of condi-

tion variables nj ob in class Queue and avail in class Processor are redefined as

Int. After transition rules are translated into C++ functions and condition vari-

ables are redefined as new classes, the initialization routine that adds the pointers

of the translated functions to the trigger list of the condition variables must be

included in each class containing those transition rules. When the pointers to the

translated functions are added to the trigger lists of the condition variables, they

must be cast to the type PROC, which is a pointer to a function. The initialize



class Int {

public :

int val;

/* constructors */

Int 0 {};

Int (int i) {val = i; };

Int (Int& i) {val = i.val;};

1 ;

/* trigger list for transition rules */

TriggerList trTL;

/* trigger list for always statement */

TriggerList alwaysTL;

/* if the state is changed, trigger its trigger elements */

void operator =(int i) {

val = i;

trTL.activate();

alwaysTL.execute();

1;

void operator =(Int& i) {

val = i.val;

trTL.activate();

alwaysTL.execute();

;

/* original operations */

int operator ==(int i) {return (val==i);};

int operator ==(Int &i) {return (val==i.val);};

int operator !=(int i) {return (val! =i); };

int operator !=(Int &i) {return (val!=i.val);};

int operator <=(int i) {return (val<=i);};

int operator <=(Int &i) {return (val<= i.val); };

int operator >=(int i) {return (val>=i);};

int operator >=(Int &i) {return (val>=i.val);};

int operator <(int i) {return (val<i);};

int operator <(Int &i) {return (val<i.val); };

int operator >(int i) {return (val>i);};

int operator >(Int &i) {return (val>i.val);};

Figure 36. Class Int.
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Class Queue {

Int njobs; /* "int" is redefined as "Int" */

Job *head = nil, *tail = nil, *temp;

void enqueue (Job* job) {

/* put the job at the end of the queue */

if (tail == nil) {

tail = job;

head = job;

}

else {

tail-> next = job;

tail = tail->next;

};

njobs++;

1;

Job* dequeue {

/* get the job in front of the queue */

if (head) {

njobs--;

temp = head;

head = head->next;

temp->next = nil;
};

return (temp);

;

};

Figure 37. C++ translation of class Queue in Queuing example.
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typedef void (*PROC) (void*, int, void**);

Class Processor {

public:

Queue *input, *output; /* imported reference */

Int avail = true; /* "int" is redefined as "Int" */

Timer tm;

Job *job = nil;

/* Transition Start */

void start() {

if ((input->njobs > 0) && avail) {

job = input->dequeue();

avail = false;

tm.startTime(random());

1;

1;

/* Transition Stop */

void stop() {

if (tm.status == complete) {

tm.status = reset;

avail = true;

output->enqueue(job);

;

1 ;

void initialize() {

input->njobs.trTL.addTriggerElement (this, PROC (&start));

avail.trTL.addTriggerElament (this, PROC ( &start));

tm.status.trTL.addTriggerElement (this, PROC (&stop));

1;

Figure 38. C++ translation of class Processor in Queuing example.
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routine of class Processor in Fig. 38 adds the pointer of the translated function

start to the trigger lists of the condition variables inQ->nj obs and avail by

addTriggerElement (this, PROC (Scstart) ). The address of the function start

as well as the address of the object containing the function are saved in the trigger

lists of the condition variables, since to call a member function by its pointer in

C++, the address of the object containing the function must be the first argument

of the function call as shown in type definition of PROC.

4.2.2 Always Statements

An always statement is translated to a C++ function which has one assignment

statement. The translation procedure of always statements is almost identical to

that of transition rules. The variables in the right hand side of an assignment

statement are treated like condition variables. The string "always" followed by

the name of the left hand side variable becomes the function name.

Fig. 39 and 40 show the translation of an always statement in the multiple

view example. The always statement in class BarChart is translated into a C++

function named "alwaysbar" with no argument. Changes of the states of height

and the variable to which i_subject points should be reflected to bar . height.

The variables height and subject in class MultipleViews pointed by i_subject

in class BarChart are treated as condition variables. Their types are redefined

as the newly defined class Int. In function initialize () of class Barchart, the

pointer to a function translated from an always statement is added to the trigger

lists of the condition variables height and i_subj ect->subj ect as done for a

transition rule.

4.2.3 Event Routines

Event routines are supported by say statements and on routines. Fig. 41 shows

the syntax of say statements and on routines. A say statement sends a message

designated as msg_ID, and an on routine receives a message. When a target object
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class BarChart : public UlObject {

public:

int *i_subject;

Int height;

int width;

BarChart(int h, int w) {height = h; width = w};

Rectangle frame(height, width);

FilledRectangle bar(width);

/* event routine activated by a mouseDown() message handler */

void onmouseDownfrommouse() {

*i_subject = location.y / height * 100;
};

/* bar.height should always reflect the state of *i_subject */

void alwaysbar() {

bar.height = *i_subject / 100 * height;
};

void initialize() {

/* event routine */

parent->mouseDown.addTriggerElement(this, PROC(8conmouseDown));

/* on routine */

height.alwaysTL.addTriggerElement (this, PROC(8calwaysbar));

i_subject->subject.alwaysTL.addTriggerElement

(this, PROC(8calwaysbar));

Figure 39. C++ translation of class Bar Chart in multiple view example.



class MultipleViews {

public:

Int subject;

BarChart barChart(100, 20);

PieChart pieChart(100);

Text text(20, 20);

1;

void initialize() {

barChart.i_subject = &subject;

barChart.position.xRel = 0;

barChart.position.yRel = 0;

pieChart.i_subject = &subject;

pieChart.position.xRel = 100;

pieChart.position.yRel = 50;

text.i_subject = &subject;

text.position.xRel = 50;

text.position.yRel = 0;
};

Figure 40. C++ translation of class Multiple Views in multiple view example.
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is specified by a clause to object_ID, the say statement sends the message only

to the object designated by object_ID. Otherwise, it broadcasts the message. An

on routine with a from object_ID clause is activated when it receives a message

from the object designated by object_ID. In the case when an on routine does

not have a from object_ID clause, the say statement must designate the target
object. An on routine can also be defined as virtual.

say_statement ::= "say" msg_ID "(11 arg_list ")" [ "to" object_ID] ";"
on_routine ::= on_header compound_statement

on_header ::= "virtual" "on" msg_ID "C" arg_list ")" [ "from" object_ID]

Figure 41. Syntax of an event routine.

For each message designated by msg_ID, a message handler identified as msg_ID

is provided. A message handler acts like the trigger list of a condition variable, and

an on routine like a transition rule without the condition part. The trigger list of a
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condition variable for a transition rule or an always statement can be regarded as

the message handler that is activated by the state change of the condition variable.

However, an on routine is activated explicitly by a message handler invoked by a
say statement.

A say msg_ID statement is translated into a function call which activates the
message handler msg_ID. An on routine is also translated into a C++ function of
type void, which is activated by a message handler of a say statement.

class InternalMsg {

public :

TriggerElement *headNode = (TriggerElement *) NULL;
void addTriggerElement (void *, PROC);
/* target object, number of arguments, and argument array pointer */
void activate (void *, int, void **);

1;

class ExternalMsg {

public:

TriggerElement *headNode = (TriggerElement *) NULL;
void addTriggerElement(void *, PROC);

void executeTriggerElements(int, void **);
/* number of arguments, argument array pointer, and delay */
void activate(int, void **, int);

1;

Figure 42. Message handler classes.

Message handler classes InternalMsg and ExternalMsg are defined in Fig. 42.
Class ExternalMsg handles external messages, and class InternalMsg internal

messages. These classes are similar and contain only trigger lists and their activa-
tion method.

When an external message handler is invoked, the trigger elements of its trigger

list are added to TEL. When an internal message handler is invoked, the trigger

elements of its trigger list are added to TTL. The trigger elements of internal

message handlers are executed one by one at each iteration of the main event loop

after being added to TTL.
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Actually, the trigger elements of an external message handler are handled
as a group. Class ExternalMsg contains function executeTriggerElements

which executes all the trigger elements in the trigger list. When an external

message handler is invoked, the pointer to executeTriggerElements() is added

to TEL. All the trigger elements are executed at one time, by the execution of

executeTriggerElements 0 at some iteration of the main event loop.

The trigger lists of message handlers are set up by initialize() functions of

objects containing the on routines using addTriggerElement().

class Button Group {

Button b1("b1");

Button b2("b2");

Button b3("b3");

void onchosenfrombl() {

bl.selected = true;

b2.selected = false;

b3.selected = false;
};

void onchosenfromb2() {

bl.selected = false;

b2.selected = true;

b3.selected = false;
};

void onchosenfromb3() {

bl.selected = false;

b2.selected = false;

b3.selected = true;

void initialize() {

bl.chosen.addTriggerElement (this, PROC( &onchosenfrombl));

b2.chosen.addTriggerElement (this, PROC(&onchosenfromb2));

b3.chosen.addTriggerElement (this, PROC( &onchosenfromb3));

,

;

Figure 43. C++ translation of class Button Group.

Figs. 43 and 45 show the C++ translation of AOS classes Button Group
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class Button : public UTObject {

public:

Text label;

Region region;

int selected = false;

int radius = 20;

PushButton(char *label) : (label) {};

/* a circle */

Circle circle(radius) at (0, 0);

/* draw a text below the circle */

Text text(label) at (0, -30);

/* a filledCircle */

FilledCircle fcircle(radius) at (0, 0);

/* to be displayed when selected is true */

always fcircle.visible = selected;

/* event routine activated by message chosen() */
InternalMsg chosen;

void buttonePressed() {

selected = ! selected;

say chosen();
}

Figure 44. AOS class Button.
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class Button: public UlObject {

public:

Text label;

Region region;

Int selected = false;

int radius;

Circle circle(radius);

FilledCircle fcircle(radius);

Button(char *1) {label = 1 };

void alwaysfcircle 0 {

fcircle.visible = selected;
};

/* this method override its parent class's method */
InternalMsg chosen;

void buttonPressed() {

selected = ! selected;

chosen.activate();
};

void initialize() {

selected. addTriggerElement (this, PROC( &alwaysfcircle));

1;

1;

Figure 45. C++ translation of class Button.
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in Fig. 13 and Button in Fig. 44. The on routine, on chosen() from bl, in

Button Group is translated into a function void onchosenfrombl (). A say state-

ment, say chosen() , in Button is rewritten as a procedure call chosen. activate.

The initialize() routine of class buttonGroup adds a pointer to the translated

function of an on routine to the trigger list of the internal message handler chosen

of a Button.

4.2.4 With Clauses

The with clause is used to initialize instance variables of an object. In C++,
a variable can be initialized when it is created by a constructor. However, the

declarations of variables and functions used in an initializing expression must be

declared before they are used.

In an AOS, a with clause can use any variables and functions declared within

the same scope (class). Therefore, constructors can not handle with clauses. A
with clause is translated into a sequence of assignment statements, which are exe-

cuted in the initialize function of an object. Fig. 40 shows the C++ translation

of the with clauses of class MultipleViews.

4.2.5 Initialization Order

The initialize() routine of each object adds the trigger elements for its transi-

tion statements to the trigger lists of the condition variables, executes a sequence

of the assignment statements for its with clauses, and calls initialize() routines

of its component objects.

Since the condition variables must be accessed when the trigger lists are set

up, the assignment statements for the with clauses must precede the trigger setup

function calls. The initialize() routines of the component objects are executed

after all the initialization statements for the with clauses and trigger setup calls

are completed. The execution order of theses statements are shown in Fig. 46.
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{assignments for with clauses}

{trigger setup calls}

{calls of initialize() for the components}

Figure 46. Initialization order.

Fig. 47 shows the initialize() function of the main program of the simple

queuing system described in Section 2.2. The first part of initialize() function

interconnects the component objects as specified by the with clauses of the AOS

main program. The rest of initialize() calls the initialize() routines of the
main program's components.

4.3 AOUIMS Implementation Issues

In this section, we describe the implementation issues of AOUIMS. The current

version of AOUIMS is written in C++, and it runs on top of the X window system.

Although AOUIMS is written in C++, it follows the AOS approach. In order to

support active behaviors of active user-interface objects (AUIOs), AOUIMS uses a

unique programming style in function activations. Some of AUIOs are invoked by

state changes of control variables rather than by function calls. Control variables

dictate the appearances of AUIOs.

AOUIMS maintains the component hierarchy of AUIOs at runtime. The com-

ponent hierarchy is important in graphical applications, since the hierarchy is crit-
ical in processing user events. If an AUIO x is defined as a component of another

AUIO y, x becomes a child of y in the component hierarchy.

4.3.1 Classes

Fig. 48 shows a part of the AOUIMS class hierarchy. There are three base classes,

Unbject, Top level, and Monitor. Instances of class UTObject are basic build-

ing blocks of an AOUIMS application. Both atomic user-interface objects such



QueuingSystem {

Public:

Int systemRunning = true;

Generator g;

Queue qi;

Processor p1;

Queue q2;

Processor p2;

Queue q3;

;

void initialize() {

/* with clause translation */

g.output = tql;

pl.input = tcql;

pl.output = tq2;

p2.input = &q2;

p3.output = &q3;

/* initialization of the components */

g.initialize();

ql.initialize();

pl.initialize();

q2.initialize();

p2.initialize();

q3.initialize();

Figure 47. C-1-+ translation of queuing system main.
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as Lines, Circles, and Rectangles and composite user-interface objects such as

Buttons and Menus are UlObjects. A Toplelvel is a window, which can have

UIObj ects or other Toplevels as its components. Most of the user-interface classes

should be derived from class UlObject and class Top level.

An atomic UIObject has no children. A composite UIObject can include other

UlObjects and Toplelvels as its components. An instance of class Monitor pro-

vided for each AOUIMS application establishes the connection between an X server

and the application. The Monitor distributes X events to their target Top levels.

Figure 48. AOUIMS class hierarchy.

4.3.2 Class UlObject

Class UlObject is the base class for all the graphical objects that do not involve

window manipulation. Figs. 49, 51, and 52 give the interface of class UIObj ect.

In the following, we describe its major features.

Component Hierarchy

When a UlObject is created, it becomes a component of another UlObject or

a Top level. Pointers children, sibling, toplevel, and parent defined in
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class UlObject {

public:

char *name, *desc;

/* x event structure pointer */

XEvent *event;

/* pointers provided for component hierarchy */

Toplevel *toplevel = (Toplevel *) NULL;

UlObject *parent = (UlObject *) NULL;

UlObject *sibling = (UlObject *) NULL;

UlObject *children = (UlObject *) NULL;

void insert(UIObject*);

/* event routine message */

InternalMsg toChildrenMsg;

/* event handling routine */

virtual void toChildrenF(int, void **);

/*control variables */

Int uiSelectable = FALSE; /* user interaction control */

Int uiMovable = FALSE;

Int uiGroupedMove = FALSE;

Int uiSelectOnly = FALSE;

Int uiDeselectOnly = FALSE;

Int groupedSelect = FALSE; /* display control */

Int groupedVisible = TRUE; /* always Group... = parent->Gr..; */

Int visible = TRUE;

Int myVisible = TRUE;

Int selected = FALSE;

/* always statement for control variables */

void alwaysVisible(int, void **);

void alwaysGroupedVisible(int, void **);

void alwaysSelected(int, void **);

void alwaysGroupedSelect(int, void **);

/* default coordinate and region */

Int xRe1=0, yRe1=0, xAbs=0, yAbs=0;

Int width = 0, height = 0;

void alwaysCoord(int, void **);

Figure 49. Class UlObject (Part 1 of 3).
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UIObj ect are used to define the component hierarchy.

children. The pointer children points to the list of the component UIObj ects.

When a UI Obj ect is defined as a component of another UIObj ect, that com-

ponent UlObject is inserted into the component list pointed by children.

Fig. 50 shows the function insert 0 used for this purpose. The component

UIObj ect is inserted into the parent UIObj ect using the insert 0 function.

sibling. The sibling pointer points to a sibling UIObj ect in the component

hierarchy. When a new component UIObj ect is inserted, it becomes the last

member of the component list.

toplevel. The pointer toplevel of a UlObject points to the Toplevel to which

the UlObject belongs.

parent. The parent pointer of a UIObject points to the parent object of the
UIObj ect.

void UIObj ect : : insert (UIObj ect *child) {

UlObject *pre = children, *curr = children;

child->toplevel = toplevel ;

child->parent = this ;

if (children) {

for (; curr; curr = cur->sibling) pre = curr;

pre->sibling = child;
). else

children = child;

1;
child->_initialize();

1 ;

toChildrenMsg

Figure 50. Function insert.

The message handler toChildrenMsg() defined in classes UIObj ect and Toplevel

is used to send messages to all the component UIObj ects. The first argument of
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a function call of toChildrenF() should be the pointer to the target component

object. If it is null, the message is broadcast to all the component objects. Fig. 49

shows the function toChildrenF0 , which is a translation of the event routine on

toChildrenMsg().

Control Variables

Some operations of UIObj ects are activated by state changes of control variables.

Control variables are active values with associated functions that are activated

when the states of the control variables change. The control variables will be

explained further in Section 4.3.5.

Coordinates

A UlObject is located at the position specified by xAbs and yAbs, which are the

absolute coordinates of the position in a window. However, the location of a

UIObject is defined in terms of its relative coordinates with respect to its parent.

When a user defines or changes the location of a UIObject, AOUIMS automat-

ically computes its corresponding absolute coordinates using the alwaysCoord0
function shown in Fig. 49.

Default Behavior

The default behavior of a UIObj ect are to be drawn, to be selected, and to be

moved, as well as sensing events that happen inside its region. Fig. 51 defines func-

tions that determine the default behavior of a UlObject. Functions startMove0 ,

trackMove0 , and endMove0 support movement of a UIObj ect.

transition Rules

Fig. 52 shows the transition rules translated into C++ functions, which are asso-

ciated with the control variables defined in Fig. 49. The default behaviors of these
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/* default behavior */

virtual void _draw();

virtual void _select();

virtual void _erase();

virtual void _drawAll();

virtual void _selectAll();

virtual void _eraseAll();

virtual int inRegion(int, int)

void startMove();

void trackMove();

void endMove();

{ };

/* cursor movement information */

int xCur =O, yCur=0, xLast=0, yLast=0;

void getCursorPosition();

Figure 51. Class UlObject (Part 2 of 3).

transition rules are defined in the functionswhose names start with an underscore.

The functions without an underscore in their names are empty virtual functions,

which are used to define the additional behaviors of the transition rules.

Fig. 53 shows the definition of the function _ifSelected(), which invokes

ifSelected() after executing its default behavior.

Fig. 54 shows the definition of class Radio Button. Radio Button is a sub-
class of class Button, which is a subclass of class UIObject. By defining function

ifSelected() in Radio Button, function ifSelected() in UlObject is overrid-

den by function ifSelected() in class Radio Button. The extra operation that

resets the previously selected Radio Button is defined in function ifSelected() of

RadioButton.

Initialization

Each instance of UlObject contains two initialization functions _initialize()

and initialize(). The naming convention of these functions are the same as that

of the functions translated from the transition rules. Function _initialize() de-
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/* transition rules associated with control variables */

virtual void _ifVisible(int, void **);

virtual void _ifSelected(int, void **);

virtual void _ifExposed (int, void**);

virtual void _ifSelectButtonPressed(int, void**);

virtual void _ifMoveButtonPressed(int, void**);

virtual void _ifUserButtonPressed(int, void**);

virtual void _ifSelectMotionNotified(int, void**);

virtual void _ifMoveMotionNotified(int, void**);

virtual void _ifUserMotionNotified(int, void**);

virtual void _ifSelectButtonReleased(int, void**);

virtual void _ifMoveButtonReleased(int, void**);

virtual void _ifUserButtonReleased(int, void**);

virtual void _ifDefault(int, void**) {};

/* subclass can add more action to predefined behaviors */
virtual void ifSelected(int, void **) {};

virtual void ifVisible(int, void **) {};

virtual void ifExposed (int, void**);

virtual void ifSelectButtonPressed(int, void**);

virtual void ifMoveButtonPressed(int, void**);

virtual void ifUserButtonPressed(int, void**);

virtual void ifSelectMotionNotified(int, void**);

virtual void ifMoveMotionNotified(int, void**);

virtual void ifUserMotionNotified(int, void**);

virtual void ifSelectButtonReleased(int, void**);

virtual void ifMoveButtonReleased(int, void**);

virtual void ifUserButtonReleased(int, void**);

/* initialize routines */

virtual void initialize() II; /* for the subclass */

virtual void _initialize(); /* for this */

Figure 52. Class UlObject (Part 3 of 3).

void UlObject::_ifSelected(int narg, void **arg) {

_select();

ifSelected(narg, arg);
}

Figure 53. Function ifSelected.



class RadioButton : public Button {

public:

int myID;

virtual void initialize();

virtual void ifSelected(int, void

1;
* * ) ;

Figure 54. Additional behavior definition in class Radio Button.
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fines the default initialization behavior of a UIObj ect, and function initialize()

defines the additional behavior.

The initialization order a UlObject is similar to that of an AOS object. The

trigger list is set up first, then assignment statments in with clauses are exe-

cuted. Finally, insert() functions are called. Each insert() function invokes

the _initialize() function of the object containing the insert() function as

shown in Fig. 55. An AOUIMS application can be initialized by inserting the

Toplevels to the Monitor, which is the root of the component hierarchy.

AUIO
void insert() { initialize();};
void initialize() ( child->insert();1;

AUIO
void insert() ( initialize(); 1;
void initialize() { c d->insert();};

AUIO
void insert() { initialize(); };

void initialize() { child->insert();I;

call

call

void insert() initialize();};
void initialize()

AUIO
call

___AV
void insert() { ..... initialize(); };
void initialize() { child- >insertO;};

Figure 55. Initialization order of AUI0s.
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4.3.3 Top level

Class Top level handles an application window, including ordinary user interac-

tions such as move and resize. It should be the component of a Monitor and

the root of UlObjects. However, an UlObject can have another Top level as its

component. Such a Top level is not inserted into the component hierarchy as a
component of a UIObject, since it must receive events directly from the Monitor.

Fig. 56 and 57 shows the interface of class Top level.

Since a Top level is an application window, it contains the window information.

It also defines toChildrenMsg and the initialization routines.

4.3.4 Monitor

Each AOUIMS application must have exactly one instance of class Monitor. An

instance of class Monitor is responsible for setting up a connection to an X server

and handling X events from the X server. Once an AOUIMS application is started,

the Monitor is activated by the main program. In each activation, it tries to get

an X event from the X event queue. If there exists an X event, it is sent to the

target AUI0s as an AOS event.

Fig. 58 shows the definition of class Monitor. Variable display, which holds

a pointer to the display, is a global variable. It is initialized by calling function

openDisplay . Every UlObject draws itself to the display defined by display.

The variable xevent of type structure XEvent is used to store the event from the X

server. The Monitor is always the topmost component in the component hierarchy

and has Top levels as its components as shown in Fig. 59. Further details of the

Monitor event scheduling is discussed in Section 4.3.3.

4.3.5 Control Variables

Control variables control UIObjects' visibility, selection, and movability. Further

variations of these control variables are provided to incorporate parent-child re-
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class Toplevel {

public:

/* component hierarchy information */

Monitor *monitor = ( Monitor *) NULL;

Toplevel *sibling = (Toplevel *) NULL;

UlObject *children = (UlObject *) NULL;

void insert(UlObject *);

/* window information */

Window window;

int x, y;

unsigned int width, height;

unsigned int border_width =

unsigned int display_width,

char *window_name = NULL;

char *icon_name = NULL;

Pixmap icon_pixmap;

XSizeHints size_hints;

/* window size */

4; /* border four pixels wide */

display_height;

/* to be displayed in title bar */

/* to be displayed in icon */

/* preferred sizes */

/* graphical context */

GC gc, cleargc, xorgc;

/* ignore XGCvalues and use defaults */

unsigned long valuemask = 0;

XGCValues values;

XFontStruct* font_info;

XEvent *event;

char **argv;

int argc;

Int visible = TRUE;

Int groupedVisible = FALSE;

Figure 56. Class Top level (part 1 of 2).
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Toplevel(char*, int, char**);

virtual void initializeWindow();

virtual void setWindowSize();

void drawWindow();

void clearWindow();

void refreshWindow();

virtual void ifExposed (int, void**);

virtual void ifButtonPressed(int, void**);

virtual void ifMotionNotified(int, void**);

virtual void ifButtonReleased(int, void**);

virtual void ifDefault(int, void**) {};

virtual void ifVisible(int, void **);

/* AOS variables and methods */

InternalMsg toChildrenMsg;

virtual void toChildrenF(int, void **);

virtual void initialize() {}; /* for the subclass */
void _initialize(); /* for this */

1;

Figure 57. Class Top level (part 2 of 2).



class Monitor {

public:

char* display_name = NULL;

};

XEvent xevent;

/* sub component windows */

Toplevel *toplevels = (Toplevel *) NULL;

void insert(Toplevel *); /* insert subwindows *1
void openDisplay(); /* connect to the server */

/* msg to be sent to its children */

InternalMsg toChildrenMsg;

/* external msg to get event from X */

ExternalMsg externEventMsg;

/* event routine which receives msg */

void externEventF(int, void **);

/* for the subclass extension */

virtual void initialize() {};

/* for this */

virtual void _initialize();

Top level

Figure 58. Class Monitor.

Monitor

Top level Top level

Figure 59. Component hierarchy.
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lationships and controllability of user interactions. Functions are associated with

the control variables. that has the same name of those variables. If function

names start with _if, they are transition rules associated with control variables.

The names of the always statements associated with control variables start with
_always.

Visibility Control

Each UlObject has two control variables myVisible and visible to control its

visibility. The control variable visible stores its parent's visibility state. If its

parent is visible on a display, visible becomes true. Otherwise, visible becomes

false. Control variable myVisible reflects the visibility state of the object contain-

ing it. Whenever any of the two variables change its state, function _ifVisible()

is called automatically. Only when visible and myVisible are true, the object

containing these variables is visible.

Selection Control

When the user clicks a mouse button inside a user application, the AOUIMS re-

ceives the event and sends the event to the target UIObj ect. In the case, the default

behavior of the UlObject is to toggle the state of its control variable selected.

The state change of the selected causes to the _ifSelected() function to be

activated. The default operation of _ifSelected() is to fill the UlObject when

selected is true.

Movability Control

AOUIMS supports startMove(), trackMove, and endMove() functions to move

UlObjects. The user can move a UlObject by selecting a graphical object and

then by dragging it to a target position. When the control variable uiMovable is

true, the target UlObject can be moved. Otherwise, it is not allowed to be move.
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Grouped Control

In a graphical application, the parent child relation plays an important role, since

many operations on a child object depend on the state of its parent object. For

example, whether a child object should be displayed or not depends on the state of

its parent object. AOUIMS provides control variables that determine whether the

operations on each child object should depend on the state of its parent object.

groupedVisible. By setting this control variable of a UIObj ect to true, all the
control variables groupedVisible in its component UIObj ects become true.

Once groupedVisible of a UlObject is set, visible of the UlObject starts
to reflect its parent visibility.

groupedSelected. If this control variable becomes true, the selection of a parent

UIObj ects causes all of its component UIObj ects to be selected.

The functions alwaysGroupedVisible() and alwaysGroupedSelect () shown

in Fig. 49 define the invariant relationships among these control variables.

User Interaction Control

In an AOUIMS, the users can select and move UIObjects by default. However,

these user operations can be restricted by user-interaction control variables.

uiSelectable. When this control variable is false, the UIObj ect containing it does

not accept a buttonePress Event.

uiMovable. If this variable is true, then the user can move an UlObject.

uiGroupedMove. When this variable of a UIObj ect is true, all the components

of the UlObject will be moved together, along with the UlObject.

uiSelectOnly. If this variable of a UlObject is true, selected of the UlObject

never change its state, once it becomes true.
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uiDeselectOnly. If this variable of a UIObj ect is true, selected of the UIObj ect

never change its state, once it becomes false.

4.3.6 Converting X Events to AOS Events

The events in the event queue of an X server are periodically transferred over the

network to the Xlib queues of applications. Therefore a typical X application sets

up an event loop to receive the events that arrive on its event queue. In a similar

way, an AOS maintains an event queue for external and timed events. Since it is not

possible for an application to have two different event loops, three implementation

strategies were considered.

Converting AOS events to Xlib events. One possibility is to share the Xlib

event loop between an X and an AOS.

Converting Xlib events to AOS events. The second is to set up a triggering

mechanism to the Xlib queues so that X events are translated into an AOS

events.

Polling for any of two events. It is possible to build a system which keeps

polling for any events.

In the first two cases, some parts of the Xlib and the AOS runtime library must
be modified.

To avoid the modifications required by first two methods, the current version

of AOUIMS uses the polling method, even though it pays performance penalty.

Fig. 60 shows this event handling routine. Once this routine is activated, it tries

to read an X event from the X event queue. If there exists an X event, it searches

for the target objects which must receive the event and sends the event to those

target objects. Before the event handling routine is terminated, it generates an

AOS event to activate itself again at the next AOS event processing time.



void Monitor::externEventF() {

Bool any;

if (GLO_runmode == CONTINUOUS) {

/* read mask event with no wait (continuous running) */

any = XCheckMaskEvent(display, ExposureMask
I ButtonPressMask

I ButtonReleaseMask I ButtonMotionMask I KeyPressMask , &xevent);
GLO_currentTime++;

1 ;

}

else {

/* read event, wait until an event has arrived (step by step) */
XNextEvent(display, &xevent);
any = True;

I;

if (any) { /* if an xevent has happened */

/* search for the target event window */

Toplevel *found = (Toplevel *)NULL;

for (Toplevel *t1=toplevels; !found & &tl; tl=t1->sibling)

if (tl -> window == xevent.xany.window)

found = tl;

/* pass the event as an argument to event routines */
void **arg = new void*[1];

arg[0] = (void *) ( &xevent);

/* process event */

switch (xevent.type) {

case Expose:

/* get rid of all other Expose events on the queue */

while(XCheckTypedEvent(display, Expose, &xevent));
case ButtonPress:

case MotionNotify:

case ButtonRelease:

/* send messsage to the target window */

toChildrenMsg.activate((void *)found, 1, arg);
break;

default:

break;

I;

I;

externEventMsg.activate(0, (void **)NULL, 0);

Figure 60. Integrated event handling routine.
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There are two execution modes CONTINOUS and DISCRETE for AOUIMS appli-
cations. If GLO_runmode is set to CONTINOUS, the externEventF() function reads
events in the X event queue without waiting. When there is no event queued in the

X event queue, externEventF() does not wait for a future event. If GLO_runmode
is set to DISCRET, externEventF() waits for a future X event.
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Chapter 5

Additional Examples

In this chapter, we show additional examples of AOSs. The first example is a

simulation program of manufacturing line. The second and third examples are

AOS descriptions for a flow-line manufacturing system and a flexible manufacturing

system.

5.1 Manufacturing Line Simulation

In this section, we apply the AOS approach to the manufacturing line simulation.

There are two ways to model a manufacturing line. One way is to focus on the

job flow in the system, and the other is to focus on the process that each job

undergoes in the system. In the job-flow model, such facilities as robots, storage,

and machines are treated as active objects, and jobs are treated as passive objects

that are passed among active objects. On the other hand, in the process model, the

states and transitions that each job undergoes are represented as active objects.

Although a job- flow model is simpler to construct than a process model since

physical components in the system can be directly mapped to active objects, a

process model shows better reusability and maintainability.
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5.1.1 Manufacturing Line

A manufacturing line consists of a sequence of stages. At each of these stages a

specific operation, such as moving a workpiece onto or off from a conveyor and

machining a workpiece, is performed. While each job proceeds through a manu-

facturing line, undergoing a manufacturing activity at each stage, various serially-

reusable resources are allocated to the job. When a job proceeds to a new stage,

all the resources required by the job at that stage must be allocated. If this re-

quirement is not satisfied, progression of the job is blocked until those resources

become available. A serially- reusable resource can be allocated to, at most, one

job at any time.

c

I

conveyor robotl storage

Figure 61. A manufacturing line.

robot2 machine

An example of a manufacturing line is shown in Fig. 61 [MIN089]. This man-

ufacturing line utilizes five resource types: one unit of conveyor space (conveyor),

one unit of robotl (robotl), two units of storage (storage), one unit of robot2

(robot2), and one unit of machine (machine). This manufacturing line involves the

following manufacturing stages as shown in Fig. 63: in-conveyor, unloading], in-

storage, loading1, machining, unloading2, out-storage, loading2, and out-conveyor.

An incoming job job must first reach the conveyor. At this point, job is in stage

in-conveyor. Then, it is picked up by robotl and moved to a slot in the storage.

While job is being moved from the conveyor to the storage, it is in stage unloading].

The stage unloading] requires one unit of each of conveyor, robotl, and storage.

While the job is in the storage, it is in stage in-storage. The job is then picked up

by robot2 and loaded onto the machine (loading. After machining (machining),

robot 2 unloads the job from the machine and places it in a slot in the storage
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(unloading2). Finally, robot 1 moves job back onto the conveyor (loading2). The

conveyor and the storage are shared by both incoming and outgoing jobs.

5.1.2 Job-Flow Model

We first model the manufacturing line described in the previous section using a

job-flow model. In this model, conveyor, robotl, robot2, storage, and machine are

represented as active objects, and classes, Robotl, Robot2, Storage, and Machine,

are provided to describe their behaviors. The main program, System, instantiates

these objects and provides the interconnections among them as shown in Fig. 62

System {

public:

boolean systemRunning = true;

private:

Generator generator with c = conveyor;

Conveyer conveyor;

Robotl robotl with {c = conveyor; s = storage;};

Storage storage with MAXPLACES = 2;

Robot2 robot2 with {s = storage; m = machine;};

Machine machine;

1;

Figure 62. A main program system.

The global variable systemRunning indicates if the simulation should continue

or not. Other objects are encapsulated as private. An instance generator of class

Generator is declared with its interface variable c bound to an instance conveyor

of class Conveyer. This binding indicates that the jobs produced by generator

are fed to conveyor. The instance conveyor does not possess any interface vari-

ables. An instance storage of class Storage is declared with its constant variable

MAXPLACES set to 2. In order to establish proper connections among conveyor,

robotl, and storage, the interface variable c of robotl is bound to conveyor, and

s to storage. The interface variables s and m of robot2 are bound to storage and

machine, respectively. Finally an instance machine of class Machine is declared.
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5.1.3 Process Model

Another way of looking at a manufacturing line is to focus on the sequence of

manufacturing stages that each job undergoes. A process model is based on this

viewpoint. A good way of representing a process model is to use a Petri- net

[PETE81]. A Petri-net contains two kinds of nodes (i.e., places drawn as circles

and transitions drawn as line segments), and directed arcs are used to connect

places and transitions. An important feature of the AOS approach is that we

can extend a Petri-net model into a more complex one that closely represents a

real manufacturing line. Since the language we use to describe an AOS possesses

general computing power, we can, for example, represent each job by a record or

incorporate various job scheduling rules.

We represent a manufacturing line by a Petri-net as follows. A stage-place is

provided for each manufacturing stage, and a resource-place is provided for each

resource type. A token in a stage-place represents a job in the manufacturing

stage associated with that stage-place, and a token in a resource-place represents

a unit of free resource of the resource type associated with that resource-place.

Transitions represent the synchronization points. Figure 63 shows the Petri-net

model of the manufacturing line shown in Figure 61.

We can obviously model a Petri-net as an AOS by using classes Resource, Stage,

and MLTransition (Manufacturing Line Transition). The class Resource describes

the behavior of a resource-place of a Petri-net. The behavior of a stage-place and

a transition of a Petri-net are described in the classes Stage and MLTransition,

respectively.

Fig. 63 shows the AOS main program for the manufacturing line as shown in

Fig. 63.
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Figure 63. A Petri net-based sequence controller.
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System {

Resource c with {ID = 1; maxResource =

b with {ID = 2; maxResource =

m with {ID = 3; maxResource =

1;

2;

1;

},

},

},

rl with {ID = 4; maxResource =

r2 with {ID = 5; maxResource = 1; };

Generator G,

Stage inConveyor, unloadingl, inStorage, loadingl, machining,
unloading2, outStorage, loading2, outConveyor;

MLTransition

ti with {m = 1; n = 0;

inStage = g; outStage = inConveyor; inPlaces[1] = c; },

t2 with {m = 2; n = 0; inStage = inConveyor;
outStage = unLoadingi; inPlaces[1] = b; inPlaces[2] = r1;I,

t3 with {m = 0; n = 2; inStage = unloadingl;

outStage = inStorage; outPlaces[1] = c; outPlaces[2] = r1;1,
t4 with {m = 2; n = 0; inStage = inStorage;

outStage = loadingl; inPlaces[1] = r2; inPlaces[2] = m;I,
t5 with {m = 0; n = 2; inStage = unloading].

outStage = machining; outPlaces[1] = r2; outPlaces[2] = b;1,
t6 with {m = 2; n = 0; inStage = machining

outStage = unloading2; inPlaces[1] = r2; inPlaces[2] = b; },
t7 with {m = 0; n = 2; inStage = unloading2

outStage = outStorage; outPlaces[1] = r2; outPlaces[2] = m;I,
t8 with {m = 2; n = 0; inStage = outStorage

outStage = loading2; inPlaces[1] = ri; inPlaces[2] = c;1,
t9 with {m = 0; n = 2; inStage = loading2;

outStage = outConveyor; outPlaces[1] = ri; outPlaces[2] = b; },
t10 with {m = 0; n = 1; inStage = outConveyor; outPlaces[1] = C; };

Figure 64. AOS main program for the manufacturing line.
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5.2 Flow-Line Manufacturing

Monitoring and control software for both flow-line manufacturing and flexible man-

ufacturing can be implemented as an AOS. In this section, we show an AOS de-

scription of monitoring and control software for a flow-line manufacturing system

by using a simple example shown in Fig. 65.

Figure 65. A manufacturing line.

When a job (or workpiece) goes through this manufacturing line, it is first

entered at stage s1. Then, the job is moved by mover mA1 to stage s2, where it

is inspected by vision system v. Vision system v gathers information required for

the later processing by the other robots and machines. After the inspection of the

job is complete, it is moved by mover mA2 from stage s2 to stage 83, where it is

worked on by robot rA. Then the job is sent to stage .94 by mover mA3.

The same type of robots, rB1 and rB2, are installed at stages $4 and 85, and one

of them must process each job. When an incoming job is placed in stage .94, mover

mB1 moves it immediately to stage .95 if .95 is empty. Otherwise, it is processed at

stage 84 by rB1. Robot rC loads the job from stage 86 onto machine mch1 or mch2,

whichever is available. After the machine processing by mch1 or mch2 is complete,

it returns the job back at stage .96. Finally, mover mA5 moves the job to stage .97.

There is a possibility of a deadlock involving .96, mch1, and mch2. A job must
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not be moved from .55 to s6 when both rnchi and mch2 are occupied. Otherwise,

none of the jobs loaded on s6, mchi, and mch2 can be moved.

Object

Robot

Vision RobotA RobotB

Machine Mover

MoverA MoverB

Figure 66. Classes for flow-line manufacturing.

The controller for this manufacturing line can be implemented as an AOS with

the following objects: seven instances sl-.57 of class Stage, five instances mAi-

mA5 of class MoverA, one instance mBi of class MoverB, one instance v of class

Vision, one instance rA of class RobotA, two instances rBi and rB2 of RobotB,

one instance rC of class RobotC, and two instances of class Machine. These classes

can be organized into the class hierarchy as shown in Fig. 66.

Fig. 67 is the main program of the AOS. It can be easily seen that the code

corresponds exactly to the diagram shown as Fig. 65. The main program of an AOS

shows only the structural relationships among its components which are connected

by interface variables. Movers and robots directly move and manipulate jobs in
the stages connected to them through their interface variables.

Fig. 68 shows the definition of class Job. It only contains its name and descrip-

tion. In a real system, it may have more detailed information.

Class Stage is defined in Fig. 69. It contains four instance variables and does

not contain any behavior descriptions. Instance variables name and description

contain the name and description, respectively, of a Stage. Instance variable job

points to a job that is currently at that stage, and state represents the current
state of the stage.

A robot or machine processes a job based on the state of the stage to which
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MFMain {

public:

boolean systemRunning = true;

private:

Stage sl("s1", "initial stage");

Stage s2("s2", "visual inspection");

Stage s3("s3", "assembly1");

Stage s4("s4", "assembly2");

Stage s5("s5", "assembly2");

Stage s6("s6", "packaging");

Stage s7("s7", "final stage");

;

MoverA mAl("mAl", 1000) with {inStage = Si; outStage = s2 };

MoverA mA2("mA2", 1010) with {inStage = s2; outStage = s3 };

MoverA mA3("mA3", 1020) with {inStage = s3; outStage = s4 };

MoverB mB1("mBl", 1030) with {inStage = s4; outStage = s5 };

MoverA mA4("mA4", 1040) with {inStage = s5; outStage = s6 };

MoverA mA5("mA5", 1050) with {inStage = s6; outStage = s7 };

Vision v("v", "visual inspection")

with {stage = s2; rqsBlock = ...};

RobotA rA("rB", "assemblyl ") with {stage = s3; rqsBlock = ...};

RobotB rB1("rCl", "assembly2") with {stage = s4; rqsBlock = ...};

RobotB rB2("rC2", "assembly2") with {stage = s5; rqsBlock = ...};

RobotC rC("rD", "distributer")

with {stage = s6; ml = mchl; m2 = mch2 };

Machine mchl("m1", "packaging");

Machine mch2("m2", "packaging");

Figure 67. Main program for flow-type manufacturing.

class Job {

public:

char *name;

char *description;

Job(char *n, char *dsc)

{strcpy(n, name); strcpy(dsc, description);};

Figure 68. Class Job.
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enum StageState

{empty, moving, arrived, ready, processing, processDone, wait };

class Stage {

public:

char *name, *description;

StageState state = empty;

Job *job = nil;

Stage(char *n, char *dsc)

{strcpy(n, name); strcpy(dsc, description);};

Figure 69. Class Stage.

it is connected. A stage can be in six different states. The initial state of a stage

without a job is empty. While a mover is using a stage to move a job from or to

it, the value of state is set to moving. When a job has arrived, state is set to

arrived, and when the job is ready for processing, state is set to ready. When

a job is being processed by a robot, state becomes processing, and when the

robot finishes the processing, state becomes processDone. The state wait is a

state which blocks any movement of a job for some special reason, e.g., prevention

of a deadlock.

enum MoverState {reset, moving, moveDone};

class Mover {

interface:

Stage inStage, outStage;

public:

char *name;

MoverState state = reset;

IOddress ioAddress;

Job *job = nil;

Mover(char *n, IOAddress ioAdd)

{strcpy(n, name); ioAddress = siAdd };

Figure 70. Class Mover.

There are two different kinds of movers in Fig. 65. The common class of these
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movers is class Mover defined in Fig. 70, and it has two subclasses MoverA and

MoverB. The mover state is either reset, moving, or moveDone. A job pointer is

also defined in Mover.

class MoverA : public Mover {

public:

MoverA(char *n, IOAddress ioAdd) : (n, ioAdd) {};

private:

when ((inStage->state == processDone)

&& (outStage->state == empty)) {

state = moving;

outStage->state = moving;

job = inStage->job;

inStage->job = nil;

inStage->state = empty;

/* activate external process to move a job */

activate(moveProgram, inStage, outStage, job);

when (state == moveDone) {

outStage->job = job;

outStage->state = arrived;

job = nil;

state = reset;

when (inStage->state == arrived)

inStage->state = ready;

Figure 71. Class MoverA.

Fig. 71 shows a simple mover which just moves job from inStage to out Stage.

It consists of three transition rules.

First transition rule is activated when a job is processed by a robot in the

previous stage and when the next stage is empty. It sets the states of itself and the

next stage to moving, moves the job object to itself, sets the state of the previous

stage to empty, and activates an external process to move the job.

When the real job is moved to the next stage, the external process changes the
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state of the mover to moveDone. Then the mover moves the job object to the

next stage and changes the state of the next stage to arrived. The mover finally

sets its job to nil and state to reset.

The last transition rule sets state of the previous stage to ready as soon as a

job arrives there. Then processing of the job can be started at that stage.

class MoverB : public Mover {

public:

MoverA(char *n, IOAddress ioAdd) : (n, ioAdd) {};

private:

StageState inStageState;

when ((outStage->state == empty)

&& ((inStage->state == processDone)

II (outStage->state == arrived))) {

state = moving;

outStage->state = moving;

job = inStage->job;

inStage->job = nil;

inStageState = inStage->state;

inStage->state = empty;

/* activate external process to move a job */

activate(moveProgram, inStage, outStage, job);
}

when (state == moveDone) {

outStage->job = job;

outStage->state = inStageState;

job = nil;

state = reset;

when ((inStage->state == arrived) && (outStage->state != empty))

inStage->state = ready;

Figure 72. Class MoverB.

An instance of class MoverB defined in Fig. 72 is a special mover. It schedules

jobs for the two stages indicated by inStage and outStage. Each job need be

processed at only one of them. The first transition rule is activated even when the
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job is not processed in the first stage if the second stage is empty. The last rule

changes the state of inStage to ready only if the outStage is occupied. The

other transition rules are similar to those of MoverA.

Classes for robots and machines can be similarly defined.

5.3 Flexible Manufacturing

In this section, we show an AOS description of monitoring and control software

for a flexible manufacturing system (FMS). One key difference of an FMS from

a flow-line manufacturing system is that the jobstep scheduling must be global.

The AOS approach is less suitable to an FMS than to a flow-line manufacturing

system, where control is localized. Nonetheless, the AOS approach can be applied

to an FMS.

Storage

E=1

Loader/
Unloader

Load/Unload Area

M3(lathe)

Figure 73. A flexible manufacturing system.

The FMS shown in Fig. 73 consists of three machines, two automatic guided

vehicles (AGVs), and an automated storage/retrieval system.

Associated with each job is a sequence of jobsteps as shown in Fig. 74. Af-

ter being retrieved from the storage by a loader, a job, which is embodied as a
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workpiece, is transferred by an AGV from a machine to another machine. Each

machine performs a jobstep for the job.
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Figure 75. Timelines.

Fig. 75 shows the timelines for the sequences of the AGV moves along with

the machines' usage. A black area represents a period when a resource (machine,

AGV, or loader) is actually processing or carrying a job, and a clear area represents

a period when the resource is free. A grey area for an AGV represents a period

when the AGV is moving but is not carrying a job.

The sequences of the moves of the AGVs are maintained in the jobstep schedule
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for them. An example of a jobstep schedule is shown in Fig. 76. A jobstep record

for an AGV designates the origin and destination of the job to be moved. The

AGV jobstep schedule is produced by the jobstep scheduler. The jobstep scheduler

uses an AI-based heuristic algorithm, which is beyond the scope of this paper, to

schedule the moves of the AGVs so that machines and AGVs are utilized efficiently.

After all the jobsteps of a job is completed, an AGV returns the job to the storage.

AGV

Resource

Machine Storage

Object

Job JobStep

MllobStep
M2JobStep

Figure 77. FMS Classes.

AGVJobStep

M3JobStep

Fig. 77 shows the class hierarchy of the AOS classes for our flexible manufac-

turing system.

The declarative nature of an AOS is illustrated in Figure 78. All that are

declared are the top-level components of the system. Three storage objects, three

machines, two AGVs, and two loaders are created. Since all the active agents per-

form their operations according to the global schedule provided by the scheduler.

No interconnections are provided among the top-level components.

The definition of class Job is given in Fig. 79. Each Job contains a pointer

jobsteps, which points to the list of the Jobsteps constituting that job. A
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sl("Sl", "storage", 100);

s2("S2", "storage", 100);

s3("S3", "storage", 100);

m1("M1", "milling");

m2("M2", "boring");

m3("M3", "turning");

AGV agv1("AGV1", "automatic guided vehicle 1");

AGV agv2("AGV2", "automatic guided vehicle 2");

LDR ldr1("LDR1", "loader/unloader 1");

LDR ldr2("LDR2", "loader/unloader 2");
}

Figure 78. FMS main program.

class Job {

public:

char *name, *description;

Jobstep *jobsteps, *currentJobstep;

Job(char *n, char *desc, Jobstep *head) {

strcpy(n, name);

strcpy(dsc, description);

jobsteps = head;

currentJobstep = head;

I;

Figure 79. Class Job.



class Jobstep {

public:

Jobstep *next;

Resource *resource;

Jobstep (Resource *r) {resource = r;};
}

Figure 80. Class Jobstep.
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Jobstep, defined in Figure 80, contains a pointer next to the next jobstep and a

pointer variable resource that identifies the resource (machine) required for that

jobstep.

A subclass of Jobstep should be created to represent the unique data require-

ments of the jobsteps of each type of machines. For example, a drill needs x and

y positions, a radius, and a depth to make a hole.

A Machine performs an action on a workpiece. Its behavior is defined by

two transitions: Start and Stop. A Storage consists of a fixed-number of slots

where workpieces are stored. A Loader carries a job between a storage slot and a

load/unload area.

AGVs move all the jobs between the load/unload areas and the machines and

between the machines. The class AGV is defined in Fig. 81 and 82. An AGV has

three primary components: j obsteps, job (defined in Resource), and ay/State.

The sequence of the moves of each AGV is determined by j obsteps, which is the

list of the jobsteps to be performed by the AGV.

An AGVJobstep contains source and destination for the AGV move. An

AGVJobstep can be initiated only when its refCnt is 0, which indicates that all

the AGVJobsteps that must precede it are complete. See Fig. 83 for the definition

of AGVJobstep.

The class LDR is similar to AGV.

Fig. 84 shows the state of the system at time t1 indicated in Fig. 75.
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enum AGVState {reset, moving, moveDone};

Class AGV : public Resource {

public:

AGVJobstep *jobsteps;

MoverState state = reset;

AGV (char *n, char *d, Resource *cStage) : (n, d) {};

/* init move without a job */

when ((state == reset) && jobsteps

(jobsteps->state == ready) && (jobsteps->mType == empty)) {

state = moving;
};

/* if the move is done without a job */

when ((state == moveDone) && (jobsteps->mType == empty)) {

jobsteps->state = done;

state = reset;

/* get new jobstep and remove old jobstep */

jobsteps *tmpJobstep = jobsteps;

jobsteps = jobsteps->next;

delete tmpJobstep;
};

/* unload a job from the machine to agv */

when ((state == reset) && jobsteps && (jobsteps->state == ready)

&& (jobsteps->mType == loaded)

&& (jobsteps->source->state == processDone)) {

/* let the source know that the agv is arrived, init unloading */

jobsteps->source->agv = this;

jobsteps->source->state = unloading;
};

Figure 81. Class AGV (part 1 of 2).
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/* if the job is unloaded from the source, init moving */

when (jobsteps->source->state == unloadDone) {

/* move to the destination */

jobsteps->source->agv = nil;

state = moving;

1;

/* if move is done */

when ((state == moveDone) && (jobsteps->mType == loaded)

&& (jobsteps->destination->state == reset)) {

/* let the source know that the agv is arrived, init loading */

jobsteps->destination->agv = this;

jobsteps->destination->state = loading;

};

/* if the job is loaded to the destination */

when (jobsteps->destination->state == loadDone) {

/* reset the states */

jobsteps->state = done;

state = reset;

jobsteps->destination->agv = nil;

/* get new jobstep and remove old jobstep */

jobsteps *tmpJobstep = jobsteps;

jobsteps = jobsteps->next;

delete tmpJobstep;

};

Figure 82. Class AGV (part 2 of 2).
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enum AGVJobstepState {notReady, ready, done};

struct JobstepRefNode {

AGVJobstep *jobstep;

JobstepRefNode *next;

1;

class AGVJobstep : public Jobstep {

public :

Resource *source = nil, *destination = nil;

MoveType mType;

AGVJobstepState state = notReady;

JobstepRefNode *refNodes;

int refCnt;

AGVJobstep (Resource *s, Resource *d, MoveType t,

int rc, JobstepRefNode rn) : (AGV) {

source = s; destination = d;

mType = t; refCnt = rc;

refNodes = rn;

};

/* decrement the reference counter of the jobsteps */

/* dependent on this */

on complete() from self do {

for (JobstepRefNode *tmp=refNodes; tmp; tmp=tmp->next)

tmp->refCnt--;

/* if refence counter is 0, then it becomes ready */

when (refCnt == 0 and state != ready) {

state = ready;

Figure 83. Class AGVJobstep.
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Chapter 6

Comparisons

An AOS is based on object-oriented programming, production rules, and structural

composition. Although AOSs, object-oriented systems, production systems and

conventional programming languages have the same computational power, their

different characteristics imply that their suitability depends on applications. These

characteristics lead to both advantages and disadvantages in using those systems to

implement complex systems. In this chapter, I clarify the characteristics of an AOS

by comparing them with those of other systems by considering a simulation system

for manufacturing control. In particular, the AOS approach will be compared

with C++, OPS5[BROW85], and LOOPS[BOBR83], which are an object-oriented

programming language, a production system, and a multi-paradigm AI system,

respectively.

6.1 Manufacturing Control System

Fig. 85 shows the manufacturing control system used for our comparisons.

Each of the two arrival docks generates newly arriving parts at random. Dock

1 receives (generates) parts of type 1, and Dock 2 parts of type 2. Each part is

sent to the receiving-inventory, where it is held until needed.

A production scheduler generates the production orders for the two types of

products. A large product requires one type 1 part and two type 2 parts to produce
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Figure 85. Manufacturing Control System.

it and a small product requires only a single type 2 part to produce it. The order
generation is random.

The receiving-inventory holds parts sent from the arrival docks until they are
needed to fulfill production orders. When each production order is received, the
set of received parts is forwarded to the appropriate manufacturing unit. If the
parts to fulfill an order are not available, the order is discarded with a message
sent back to the production scheduler.

Each manufacturing station, on receipt of a set of parts, performs some machin-
ing operation on this set. First, the machining station sets a dimension parameter
of the part set to a randomly selected value between 1.0 and 1.5 to simulate im-
precise machining operation. Next, after a randomly chosen delay within some
suitable range, the machining station forwards the part set to its corresponding
test station.

The test stations test the dimension of the each part set to see if it is within the
tolerance, which is 1.1 < dimension < 1.4. The test stations are, unfortunately,
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noisy, and catch only 90 percent of the out-of-tolerance part sets. The ones caught
are sent back to the machining stations for rework, as indicated in Fig. 85. Good

part sets are sent to the final test station which is similar to the other test stations

but has higher reliability (99 percent).

The part sets that pass the final tests are stored in the shipping-inventory until

shipping orders are received.

6.2 Production Systems

Production systems are well suited to large and ill-structured problem domains.
When a system possesses many loosely-coupled local states and when the responses

to those states involve many factors, then a production system is an appropriate

model of computation. Because of their functional modularity, rules are suitable
to represent knowledge in systems that must adapt their behavior to changing

requirements, such as rule-based expert systems and large process control systems.

When tasks are highly sequential, require complex but precise flow of control,

or have homogeneous data structures on which similar actions are performed re-

peatedly, they are better implemented procedurally instead of using production
rules. Also, problems dealing mostly with numerical calculations are not well
suited to the production-system model. If a problem and its solutions are highly
structured, it is unlikely that the best computer representation of the problem is

a production-system program.

Fig. 86 shows an OPS5 rule set for the control of the machines in the manufac-

turing example. An OPS5 rule is a condition action pair, consisting of the name
of the rule, the sequence of the condition elements (the LHS), the atom -->, and
the sequence of the actions (the RHS). * is used to distinguish an attribute name
from a value, and a variable is indicated by a pair of angular brackets.

The rules that control the operations of the machines are shown in Fig. 86.
When a mover finishes moving a product or parts to a machine, the mover modifies
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(literalize Machine name type

dimensionl dimension2 status description)

(p Machine::produce

{(Machine *name <machineName>

*type <type> *status startProduce) <mid>}

{(Timer *name <timerName>

*owner <machineName> *status reset) <tid >}
-->

(bind <productlD> (genatom))

(make Product *ID <productlD>

*dimension {compute

( dimensionl+(( dimension2- dimensionl)*((genatom) %100)))}
*currentStage <machineName> *type <type>)

(modify <mid> *status running)

(bind <delay> (compute (genatom) % MAXDELAY))
(modify <tid> *status startTm *at <delay>)

(p Machine:: rework

{(Machine *name <machineName>

*type <type> *status startRework) <mid>}
{(Timer *name <timerName>

*owner <machineName> *status reset) <tid >}
-->

(modify <mid> *status running)

(bind <delay> (compute (genatom) % MAXDELAY))
(modify <tid> *status startTm *at <delay>)

(p Machine::stopProcessing

{(Machine *name <machineName>

*type <type> *status running) <mid>)
{(Timer *name <timerName>

*owner <machineName> *status complete) <tid >}

(modify <mid> *status complete)

(modify <tid> *status reset)

Figure 86. OPS5 for Manufacturing Control System.
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status of the machine to startProduce or rework according to the state of the
part set. The behavior of the machines is described by the three production rules:
Machine : : produce, Machine : : rework, and Machine : : st opProcessing. The rule
Machine: :produce is activated, when its status is startProduce and its timer's

status is idle. It generates a product, modifies its status as running, and
makes its timer start. When its timer changes its status to complete, the
rule Machine: : stopProcessing is activated and modifies its status as complete.

Machine: : rework has the same behavior as that of Machine: : produce, but it does
not create a product. When the machine's status becomes complete, a mover
that is connected to the machine starts to move the product to another component
of a system.

OPS5 provides a relatively simple way to describe the interactions among the

components that operate concurrently. Any rule can fire at any time depending on

the state of the system. This flat structure of a system based on production-rules
leads to advantages as well as disadvantages in using OPS5.

In OPS5, behavior of a system must be defined globally. It does not provide

any mechanism for composition or decomposition of subsystems. Rules are not
easily reusable or extendible. Any small change of facts or knowledge result in

replacing old rules by new rules based on new facts and knowledge. In an AOS,

however, structural composition and decomposition makes it possible to reuse and
extend subsystems. This becomes possible by modularizing cohesive operations
and data into an object and by restricting the access of those rules only to that
object and the other objects that are connected to it by the interface variables.

All interactions among rules must occur as side effects of the modifications of

the database. As a consequences of globalness of rules and limited communication

between them, it is difficult to construct structures larger than rules. In Fig. 86,

the containment of a Timer in a Machine is described in separate facts without any

structural constraints. Those problems make it difficult to understand and predict
the behavior of rule-based program.
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Most production systems run from one to two orders of magnitude slower than

procedural programs because the pattern matching is slow. In an AOS, transition

rules are directly activated as a side effect of a state change. The run-time environ-

ment of an AOS only reevaluates transition statements whose condition parts have

changed. OPS5 is not best suited for a highly structured manufacturing system.

6.3 Object-Oriented Systems

Object-oriented programming is a code packaging technique. Object-oriented pro-

gramming allows users to create units of generic functionality of their applications.

These units are packaged for reusability. This facilitates extendibility and mod-

ularity of software components as indicated in Table 2. Fig. 87 shows the class

hierarchy among the classes used by the simulation system for manufacturing con-

trol.

'..Generator

ink

:::;:MOVei mover3

Figure 87. Class Hierarchy for Manufacturing Control System.

The object-oriented paradigm has its roots in sequential programming lan-

guages. The sender of a message passes an operation name and arguments to the

receiver as well as control. When the receiver finishes its operation, control is re-

turned to the sender. Even though this approach is simple, it fails to encapsulate

the flow of control in objects. Global flow of control forces the users to separate
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a design from its implementation and makes it hard to reuse composite objects.
For example, a main program in ordinary object-oriented programming describes

only control flow of the program and hard to be reusable. Fig. 88 shows the C++

main program of the manufacturing control system. In an AOS, however, a main

program is a composite object which is an instance of a class.

main() {

while (system_running) {

event = get_event_from_event_queue();

switch (event.type) of {

case: production_order

case:shipping_order

case:partl_arrived

case:part2_arrived

case:move_partl

case:machining

default ....

}

}

}

Figure 88. C++ Main Control Flow for Manufacturing Control System.

6.4 Hybrid Systems

Many realistic tasks are hybrids. They may be primarily data-driven but contain

modules for which strong sequencing is necessary. Some parts of a design can be

conveniently handled by rules, and others may be more efficiently implemented in

standard procedural languages. There are some hybrid languages that incorporate

object-orientation and production rules. LOOPS, KEES, and Godel are examples.

Among those systems, LOOPS provides some feature similar to those used by

AOSs. LOOPS is a multi-paradigm language based on object-oriented program-

ming, production systems, and active values. Its object-oriented feature provides
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Active Object Active Value

Nature self-contained object

(states and operations)

single value

Activation transition-statement

activated by state change

as a side effect

attached procedures activated

when it is accessed

as filter functions

Interface standard structural interface none

Composition structural composition nested active values

Abstraction responsibility control

Table 1. Active Object and Active Value

classes, inheritance, and composite objects. Procedures can be invoked when ac-

tive values are accessed, and production rules can be associated with a class. It
has almost all the program constructs as an AOS has, however their functionality,

usage, and purpose are quite different from those of AOSs.

In LOOPS, the behavior of a class can be defined by sets of rules called Rule Sets.

Those Rule Sets are treated as subroutines or methods of a class whose workspace

is the class containing the Rule Sets. The Rule Sets can be activated only by explicit

calls or message passings, although rules of the Rule Sets are invoked by pattern

matching.

LOOPS also provides a mechanism of active values. Procedures are associated

with active values. Whenever an active value is accessed, associated procedures

are activated. Table 1 shows the comparison between an active value of LOOPS

and an active object of an AOS. An active value is a single value whose associated

procedures filter the accesses to it, whereas the active object is a self-contained

object which is activated based on the state of its environment.

Rule Sets can be associated with active values. It seems to be possible to simu-

late the transition rules of an AOS in this way. However, every condition variable
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of a transition rule must be defined as an active value explicitly. Furthermore, each

Rule Set can contain only one production rule. It is still difficult for a Rule Set to

communicate with other objects, since its workspace is limited to the active value.

The interface variables are supported in a very restricted manner in LOOPS. They

are explained in the next composite object example.

[DEFCLASS BitAmplifier

(metaclass Template

doc (** Composite object template for an amplifier
made of two series connected inverters.))

(superclass Amplifier)

(classVariables)

(instanceVariables

(inputTerminal ($ Inverterl))

(output #((($ Inverter2) output) Getlndirect Putlndirect)
doc (* Inverter2's output is an active value,

data is stored and fetched from the variable

output in the instance of Inverter2))
(methods ( )]

[DEFCLASS Inverterl

(metaclass Template partOf ($BitAmplifier)

doc (* Instance variable Input is inherited from Inverter))
(superclass Inverter)

(classVariables)

(instanceVariables

(output ($Inverter2) doc (* output connected to Inverter2)))
(methods ( )]

[DEFCLASS Inverter2

(metaclass Template partOf ($BitAmplifier))

(superclass Inverter)

(classVariables)

(instanceVariables

(input ($Inverterl) doc (* Input connected to Inverterl))
(methods ( )]

Figure 89. LOOPS for Bit Amplifier.

Fig. 89 shows a LOOPS description of a bit amplifier that is composed of

two serially-connected inverters. This example shows a composite object with
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class BitAmplifier : public Gate {
interface :

Gate *input;

private:

Inverter il,

i2 with {input = &il.output };

alias output = i2.output;
};

class Inverter : public Gate {

interface :

Gate *input;

private :

always output = not input->output;
};

Figure 90. AOS for Bit Amplifier.

active values. The active value output of Inverter2 is made the output of an

instance of Bit Amplifier. Whenever output of Bit Amplifier is accessed, it is

redirected to the active value output of Inverter2 by the functions Get Indirect

and Putlndirect.

As shown in Fig. 89, LOOPS also support a composite class. The LOOPS com-

posite class, however, should be instantiated from a special meta-class Template

and its subcomponents are defined in terms of classes, e.g., instance variables

inputTerminal is declared as only one instance of class Inverterl. It is not al-

lowed in LOOPS to have multiple static instances of a component class, and the

instances can not be interconnected within its parent component. Two subcompo-

nents that have same behaviors and different interfaces must be defined as different

classes as shown in Inverterl and Inverter2 classes. The subcomponent classes

should declare itself as partOf its parent class.

Fig. 90 shows an AOS description of the bit amplifier shown in Fig. 89. In

an AOS, any class can be defined as a composite class. Its subcomponents can be

linked as long as the connections are valid. In the AOS description, two instances of
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class Inverter are connected in class BitAmplif ier. The active behavior descrip-

tion by the always statement in class Inverter simplifies the problem description.

As shown in Fig. 90, the AOS approach provides much simpler and more compact

description than the LOOPS program in Fig. 89. Note that the AOS description

in Fig. 90 is complete, while the LOOPS description in Fig. 89 is not (methods are

not specified).

6.5 AOS

In an AOS, a system is decomposed into active objects and their interconnections.

The simulator for the manufacturing control system can be designed as shown in

Fig. 91. Each rectangle or circle represents a component in the system and arrows

defines interface variables. An object pointing to other objects can access import

(public) variables through its interface variables, which are represented by arrows.

Instances of classes Inventory and MachineTest are used more than once in the
system.

The AOS approach allows smooth transitions among analysis, design, and im-

plementation stages of software development. For example, the interconnection

diagram shown in Fig. 91 can be used in the requirement analysis and system

design stages. Fig. 92 shows the AOS main program of the manufacturing system,

which can be produced directly from Fig. 91. The Universal Editor for this purpose
is being developed.

As we have seen, an AOS shows better encapsulation and structural modularity

than any other systems. By structural composition, it is possible to reuse a com-

posite object as a component object of higher level objects. The AOS approach is

suitable for the domain, where a system consists of a interconnected components

that interact with each other asynchronously. Examples of the application areas of

AOSs are manufacturing control systems, simulation systems, and graphical user

interface systems. Table 2 summarizes the major features of the AOS approach
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Machine Test : mtl, mt2, mt3

machine 'gestrb moverl
tin

iproducoon

idockl inoverPI

inventory
movejob

movelP2 movejob

.

mover4 mover3
Inventory

Figure 91. AOS for manufacturing control system.



ManufacturingSystem {

public:

/* generator which generates parts */

Generator dockl with {name="Dockl",partType=PART1,q=&ri.part10;

Generator dock2 with {name="Dock2",partType=PART2,q=&ri.part20;

Rcvinventory ri; /* receiving inventory *1

);

/* mover which moves job based on schedule of the scheduler */

MoverO moverL with

{name = "MoverL", nPartl = 1, nPart2 = 2,

productType = PRODUCTL, partlQ = &ri.partlQ,

part2Q = &ri.part2Q, machine = &mtl.machine };

MoverO moverS with

{name = "MoverS", nPartl = 0, nPart2 = 1,

productType = PRODUCTS, part1Q = &ri.partlQ,

part2Q = &ri.part2Q, machine = &mt2.machine };

PScheduler scheduler with /* schedules orders */

{name = "PScheduler", moverL = &moverL, moverS = &moverS };

/* large product producing unit */

MachineTest mtl with {name = "mtl", pType

tout = &ftest, mout = &mt3.machine };

/* small product producing unit */

MachineTest mt2 with {name = "mt2", pType

tout = &ftest, mout = &mt2.machine };

/* large product reworking unit */

MachineTest mt3 with {name = "mt3", pType

tout = &ftest, mout = &mt3.machine };

= PRODUCTL,

= PRODUCTS,

= PRODUCTL,

/* final test */

Test ftest with {name = "FTest", dimensionl = 1.1,

dimension2 = 1.4, tolerance = 99};

Mover3 mover3 with {name = "mover3", in = &ftest,

outL = &fiv.productLQ, outS = &fiv.productSQ };

Finlnventory fiv; /* finished inventory */

Mover4 mover4 with {name = "Mover4", productLQ = &fiv.productLQ,

productSQ = &fiv.productSQ, sink = &sink };

Sink sink with {name = "Sink"};

ShippingOrder shippingOrder /* shipping orders */

with {name = "ShippingOrder", mover = &mover4 };

Figure 92. AOS main program for the manufacturing system.
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with the other approaches.
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AOS C++ OPS5 LOOPS
Basis object-oriented

programming,

production system

object-oriented

programming

production

system

production system,

object-oriented

programming
Control Flow local/implicit global/explicit local/implicit hybrid

Interface standardized

structural

procedural

(message passing)

none procedural

Application

Area

manufacturing

control,

simulation,

graphical user

interface

general rule-based

system

AI applications

Encapsulation behavior, control behavior none behavior, control
Functional

Modularity
+ + ++ +

Structural

Modularity

+++ ++ - +

Reusability ++ + - +
Extendibility + + ++ +

Flexibility + +4 4+ +
Rapid

Prototyping
+++ ++ - -

UIMS + - - +
Code Size 100 250 110 300

Table 2. Comparisons
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Research

The AOS (Active Object System) approach provides a new framework for con-

structing object-oriented concurrent systems. AOS objects are self-contained and

active. Their behaviors are defined by the transition rules, always statements,

and event routines provided in the classes from which they are instantiated. They

interact with other objects connected through their interface variables. These

features allow AOS classes to be constructed from their component classes like

hardware components. Thus AOS approach facilitates the reusability of software
components.

We can construct an AOS class from its component classes and place them

at appropriate locations as follows. First, pick instances of component classes.
Second, to establish proper connections among the component objects, set their
interface variables properly. Finally, specify the additional behavior of the new
class by providing transition statements. This design process is similar to the
process of constructing a hardware circuit from its components.

Based on the AOS approach, we proposed a new framework for constructing an

object-oriented user interface system called AOUIMS (Active Object User Interface

Management System). AUIOs (Active User Interface Objects) are controlled by

control variables. Since they are active, it is not needed for a subject AUIO maintain

the list of pointers to its view AUI0s. These features make AOUIMS applications
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to be constructed like hardware modules. Currently, the AOS runtime environment

has been developed, and the prototype of AOUIMS runs on top of the X window

system. In our experiments of AOUIMS, we found that the code size of AOUIMS

classes was reduced to two thirds of that of the Inter Views implementation of the

same functionality. Inter Views is a user interface system implemented in C++

according to a conventional approach.

Manufacturing control systems and their simulation systems are also designed

and being implemented based on the AOS approach, e.g., a flow-line manufactur-

ing system, a flexible manufacturing system, and a manufacturing line simulation.

Even manufacturing system examples indicated some advantages of the AOS ap-

proach, such as better encapsulation, more flexible inter-object communication.

We obtained the following insights on the effectiveness of the AOS approach.

First, active objects, with three kinds of transition statements, show better en-

capsulation and achieve more flexible inter-object communication than ordinary

objects. Second, structural interfaces help to modularize software objects like

hardware objects. Finally, the AOS approach can support with ease such desirable

features as multiple views and separation of views and models.

Our future research includes developing additional demonstration programs

that show the benefits of the AOS approach, more widgets for AOUIMS, and a

universal graphical editor.

The universal graphical editor will be used for the component-declarationsparts

of AOS classes. The component-declarations part of an AOS class can be conceived

as a network consisting of entity nodes and links among them. Only the graph-

ical representations of the entity types and the interpretation rules for links are

application-dependent. The application-dependent data will be stored separately

for each application. The rest of the data and the operations to manipulate them

graphically will be made application-independent. The universal graphical editor

is also being developed.

The main feature of the AOS approach is the ability of structural composi-
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tion of software objects through mechanisms such as transition statements and
interface variables. The AOS approach, by localizing control, provides better en-

capsulation of objects than the ordinary object-oriented approach. Furthermore,
active objects are defined as encapsulated modules possessing standardized struc-

tural interfaces. These features make it possible to construct a software system

like a hardware system. Our experiments showed that the use of active objects

enhances the reusability and modularization of software systems for user interface

management, simulation, and manufacturing control. In these applications, active

objects more closely reflect the real world objects than the software objects in

an ordinary object-oriented system. Naturalness, modularity, and encapsulation
of active objects provide smooth transitions between analysis, design, and imple-

mentation stages of a software development cycle. This is the key requirement for

rapid prototyping of software systems.
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Appendix A

AOS Runtime Library

A.1 aos.h
!include <stream.h>
*define TRUE 1

'define FALSE 0

typedef void (*PROC) (void*, int, void**);

/* a node of a triggered transition list, a circular queue */
class TriggeredTransitionElement {
public:

TriggeredTransitionElement *next;
void sobj;

PROC pf;

int narg;

void **arg;

TriggeredTransitionElement() {

next = (TriggeredTransitionElement *) NULL;
narg = 0;

arg = (void **) NULL;

);

}:

class TriggeredTransitionList {
public :

TriggeredTransitionElement *headNode;
void enqueue (void 4., PROC, int, void**);

void execute ();

TriggeredTransitionList() {headlode = (TriggeredTransitionElement *) NULL; };
1;

/4, a node of a triger list */

class TriggerElement {

public:

TriggerElement *next;
void *obj;

PROC pf;

TriggerElement() {next = (TriggerElement *) NULL; };
1;

class TriggerList {
public :
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TriggerElement *headlode;

void addiriggerElement (void 5, PROC);
void activate 0;
void execute 0;

TriggerList() {headlode = (TriggerElement IULL; };
1 ;

/* condition variable maintains two lists,

/* trigger list for the transition rule and
/* trigger list for the always statement.

Is lynchronous mug communication for the transition rule
/s Synchronous msg communication for the always statement
class Int {

public :

TriggerList trTL;

TriggerList alwaysTL;
int oldYal, val;

Int 0;
Int (int);

Int (Intk);

void operator =(int);

void operator =(Inti);

operator int();

int operator ==(int

int operator sm(Int

int operator !=(int

int operator !=(Int

i)

ti)

i)

ti)

int operator <=(int i)

int operator <=(Int ti)
int operator >=(int

int operator >=(Int ti)

{return

(return

(return
{return

(return
{return

{return

{return

int operator <(int i) {return
int operator <(Int ti) {return

int operator >(int i) {return
int operator >(Int ti) {return

int updated();

};

(val==i);1;

(val..=i.val);};

(val!=i);};

(val!..i.val);};

(valogi);};

(val<=i.val);};

(vai>xi);};

(val>=Lval);};

(val<i);};

(val<i.val);};

(val>i);};

(val>i.val);};

/* InternalMsg has the same structure as TriggerList
/* To handle the internal evevnt routines
class InternalMsg {
public :

TriggerElement sheadlode;

void addTriggerElement (void 4., PROC);

void activate (void , int, void as);

InternalMsg() {headlode = (TriggerElement *) LULL; };
1 ;

/s a node of a triggered event list */

class TriggeredEventElement {
public:

TriggeredEventElement *next;
int outTime;

void *obj;

PROC pf;

int narg;

void **arg;

TriggeredEventElement() {next s (TriggeredEventElement *) IULL;};
};
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class TriggeredEventList {
public :

TriggeredEventElement *headlode;
void enquene (void *, PROC, int, void cc, int);

void execute ();

TriggeredEventList() {headlode = (TriggeredEventElement *) NULL;};
1;

/s msg class (event routines) */

class ExternalNsg {
public:

TriggerElement *headlode;

void addTriggerElement(void *, PROC);

void executeTriggerElements(int, void **);
void activate(int, void *4., int);

ExternalRag() {headlode = (TriggerElement *) NULL;};
1;

extern int OLO_currentTime;

extern int GLO_speed;

extern TriggeredTransitionList TTL;

extern TriggeredEventList TEL;

A.2 aos.cc
*include "aos.h"

int GLO_currentTime = 0;

int GLO_speed= 1000;

TriggeredEventList TEL;

TriggeredTransitionList TTL;

void TriggeredTransitionList::enqueue (void *obj, PROC pf, int narg, void** erg) {
TriggeredTransitionElement *tap;
top = new TriggeredTransitionElement;

trop ->obj = obj;

tmp->pf = pf;

top->narg = narg;

top->arg = erg;

TriggeredTransitionElement *pre = headlode, *curr = headlode;
if (headlode)

for (; curr; curr = curr- )next)
pre = curr;

pre->next = tmp;
}

else

headlode = tmp;
}

};

void TriggeredTransitionList::execute()
while (headlode) {

PROC pf = headlode - >pf;

(*pf)(headIode->obj, headlode- >narg, headlode- >arg);

TriggeredTransitionElement *top = headlode;
headlode = headlode- >next;

delete tap;

};

1;

void TriggerList::addTriggerElement (void *obj, PROC pf) {
TriggerElement *tap;
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tap = new TriggerElesent;

tap->obj = obj;

tap->pf = pf;

TriggerEleaent *pre = headlode, *curr = headlode;
if (headlode)

for (; curr; curr = curr->next)
pre = curr;

pre->next = tap;
}

else

headlode = tap;
}

1 ;

void TriggerList::activate {

for (TriggerElessint et = headlode; t; t = t->next)

TTL.enqueue(t->obj, t->pf, 0, (void ss)IULL);

};

void TriggerList::execnte {

PROC pf;

for (TriggerEleaent et = headlode; t; t t- >next) {
pf = t->pf;

(spf)(t - >obj, 0, (void **)IULL);
};

1;

void InternalRsg::addTriggerEleaent (void *obj, PROC pf) {
TriggerEleaent *tap;
tap = new TriggerEleaent;

tap->obj = obj;

tap->pf = pf;

TriggerElement *pre = headlode, *curr = headlode;
if (headlode) {

for (; curr; cnrr = curr->next)
pre = carr;

pre->next = tap;
}

else {

headlode = tap;
}

;

void Internalftg::activate (void *target, int narg, void ssarg) {
for (TriggerEleaent *t = headlode; t; t = t->next)

if ((target == (void OIULL) II (target == t->obj))

TTL.enqueue(t->obj, t->pf, narg, arg);
;

Int::Int() { 1;

Int::Int (int i) {
val = i;

oldVal = val - 1;
};

Int::Int (Int* i) {
val = i.val;

oldVal = val - 1;

};

void Int::operator =(int b) {

oldVal = val;
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val = b;

trTL.activate();

alwaysTL.execute();
1;

void Int::operator =(Int& b) {

oldVal = val;

val = b.val;

trIL.activate();

alwaysTL.execute();
};

Int::operator into {

return val;
};

int Int::updated() {

if (oldVal == val)

return FALSE;
else

return TRUE;
};

void TriggeredEventList::enquene (void *obj, PROC pf, int narg, void ** erg, int delay)
TriggeredEventElement *top;
int outTime;

if (delay>=0)

outTiae = (delay * GLO.speed) + GLO_currentTime;
tap = new TriggeredEventElement;

top->outTime n outTime;

top->obj = obj;

tap ->pf = pf;

top->narg = narg;

tmp->arg = erg;

top->next = (TriggeredEventElement 0 KULL;

TriggeredEventElement *pre = headlode, *curr = headlode;
if (outTime>=0) {

if (headlode) (

for (; curr tk (curr->outTime <= outTime); curr = curr->next)
pre n curr;

if (curr == headlode) {

tmp->next = headlode;

headlode = tap;
}

else {

tap - >next = curr;

pre->next = top;
}

}

else {

headlode = tap;
}

}

else {

if (curr) {

for (; curr; curr = curr->next)

pre n curr;

tap->outTime = pre->outTime;

pre->next = top;
}

else {

tap- >ontTiae = GLO_currentTime;

headIode = tap;
}
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}

;

void TriggeredEventList::execute {

if (headlode) {

TriggeredEventElenent *tap = headIode;

if (GLO_currentTiae >= tap- >outTiae) {

PROC pf = tap->pf;

(spf) (tap ->obj, tap->narg, tmp->arg);

headlode = headlode- >next;

delete tap;

};

};

};

void Externalibig: :addTriggerElement(void sobj, PROC pf) {

TriggerElement *tap, ecurr=headIode, *pre=headlode;
int found = FALSE;

for (; currkk(!found); curr=curr->next) {

if ((curr->obj==obj) at (curr->pf==pf))
found = TRUE;

pre = curr;

if (!found)

tap = new TriggerElenent;

tap->obj = obj;

tap - >pf = pf;

if (headlode)

pre->next = tap;
else

headlode = tap;

};

} ;

void ExternalRsg::executeTriggerElenents(int narg, void * *arg) {
PROC pf;

for (TriggerElenent etap=headlode; tmp; tap=tisp->next) {
pf = tap->pf;

(=IA) (tap - >obj, narg, arg);
}

1 ;

void ExternalRsg::activate(int narg, void * *arg, int delay) (
PROC of = PROC (texecuteriggerElenents);

TEL.esqueue(this, ef, narg, erg, delay);

;
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Appendix B

AOUIMS Classes

B.1 uims.h
*include "defs.h"

*include "Ilib.h.int"

*include "Iutil.h.int"

*include <I11/Ios.b>

*include <stdio.h>

*include "icon_bitmap"

*include "aos.h"

*define BITMAPDEPTH 1

*define SelectButton Button1

*define MoveButton Bntton2
*define UserButton Bntton3

*define COITIIUOUS 0

*define DISCRETE 1

class Monitor;
class Toplevel;

class UlObject;

class Rectangle;

class Arc;

class Line;

class Text;

extern Display* display;

extern int screen;

/* interface to I server */
class Monitor {

public:

char* display_name;

ZEvent xevent;

Toplevel *toplevels;

/* Handling Expose events for complex window contents */

Region region; /* coalesces rectangles from all Expose events s/

IRectangle rectangle; /* places Expose rectangles in here 4./

void insert(Toplevel *);/* insert snbvindovs

void openDisplay(); /s connect to the server */

/* LOS variables and methods 4./

ExternalMsg externEventMsg; /* synch meg to get event from I */
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Internal:Nag toChildrenMag; /s mag to be sent to children */

void externEventF(int, void **);

virtual void initialize() {}; /s for the subclass */
void _initialize(); /s for this 4./

Monitor() {display_name = BULL; toplevels = (Toplevel *) NULL;};
};

class Toplevel {
public:

/s component hierarchy information */
Monitor *monitor;

Toplevel *sibling;

UTObject *children;

};

/* window information s/

Window window;

int x, y;

unsigned int width, height; /* window size 4./

unsigned int border_width; /* border four pixels wide */
unsigned int display_width, display_height;

char swindow_name; /* to be displayed in title bar */
char sicon_name; /* to be diaplyed in icon */
Pixmap icon_pixmap;

ISizelliats size_hints; /* preferred sizes */

'Event *event;

GC gc, cleargc, xorgc;

unsigned long valuemask;

IGCValues values;

IFontStruct* font_info;

char **are;
int argc;

Int visible;

Int groupedVisible;

Toplevel(char*, int, chars*);

void insert(UTObject s);

virtual void initializeWindow();

virtual void setWindowSize();

void drawWindow();
void clearifindow();

void refreshWindow();

/* ignore IGCvalues and use defaults */

virtual void ifExposed (int, voids*);

virtual void ifButtonPressed(int, void**);

virtual void ifMotionlotified(int, void**);

virtual void ifButtonkeleased(int, voids*);

virtual void ifDefault(int, void**) {};

virtual void ifVisible(int, void **);

/* LOS variables and methods */

InternalMsgtoChildrenMsg;
virtual void toChildrenF(int, void cc);

virtual void initialize() {}; /* for the subclass */

void _initialize(); /s for this s/

class UTObject {
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public:

char *name, sdesc;

/s component hierarchy */

Toplevel stoplevel;

UlObject *parent;

UlObject *sibling;
UlObject *children;

'Event *event;

/* event routine message */

InternalAsgtoChildrenMsg;

/* user interaction control */

Int uiSelectable;

Int uiMovable;

Int uiGroupedMove;

Int uiSelectOnly;

Int uiDeselectOnly;

/* display control s/

Int groupedSelect; /* always Group... s parent->Gr..; */
Int groupedVisible;

Int visible;

Int myVisible;

Int selected;

Int moveStarted;

Int selectStarted;

Is default coordinate and region */

Int xRel, yRel, ziba, yibs;

Int width, height;

/* cursor movement information */

int *Cur, yCur, xLast, yLast;

void insert(UIObjects);

/* virtual drawing routines */

virtual void _draw();

virtual void _select();

virtual void _erase();

virtual void _dravA11();
virtual void _selectAll();

virtual void _eraseAll();

virtual void draw(GC) {};

virtual void fill(GC) fl;

virtual void clearRegion() {};

virtual int inRegion(int, int) {};

I. predefined event behaviors */

void startMove();

void trackMove();

void endMove();

void getCursorPosition();

virtual void _ifExposed (int, voids*);

virtual void _ifSelectButtonPressed(int, voids*);

virtual void _iflioveButtonPressed(int, voids*);

virtual void _ifUserButtonPressed(int, voids*);
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virtual void _ifSelectMotionlotified(int, voids*);

virtual void _ifMoveMotionNotified(int, voids*);
virtual void _ifUserMotionNotified(int, voids*);

virtual void _ifSelectButtonReleased(int, voids*);

virtual void _ifiloveButtonReleased(int, void**);

virtual void _ifUserButtonReleased(int, void**);

virtual void _ifDefault(int, void**)

virtual void ifExposed (int, void**);

virtual void ifSelectButtonPressed(int, void**);

virtual void ifMoveButtonPressed(int, voids*);

virtual void ifUserButtonPressed(int, void**);

virtual void ifSelectMotionlotified(int, void**);

virtual void ifMoveMotionNotified(int, voids*);

virtual void ifUserMotionNotified(int, voids*);

virtual void ifSelectButtonReleased(int, void**);

virtual void ifMoveButtonReleased(int, void**);

virtual void ifUserButtonReleased(int, void**);

/* event handling routine */

virtual void toChildrenF(int, void **);

/* predefined expose and select behaviors */

virtual void _ifVisible(int, void **);

virtual void _ifSelected(int, void **);

/* subclass can add more action to predefined behaviors */
virtual void ifSelected(int, void **)

virtual void ifVisible(int, void **) {};

/* always statement translation */

void alwaysVisible(int, void **);

void alwaysGroupedVisible(int, void **);

void alwaysSelected(int, void **);

void alwaysGroupedSelect(int, void **);

void alwaysCoord(int, void *0;

virtual void initialize() { 1; /4, for the subclass */
void _initialize(); /s for this */

UlObject() {

toplevel A (Toplevel *) NULL;
parent = (UlObject *) NULL;

sibling = (UlObject *) NULL;

children = (UlObject *) NULL;
niSelectable = FALSE;

uiMovable = FALSE;

niGroupedMove = FALSE; /* always niGroup... = parent->niGr..; */
uiSelectOnly = FALSE;

niDeselectOnly = FALSE;

/* display control */

groupedSelect = FALSE; /* always Group... = parent->Gr..; */
groupedVisible w TRUE;

visible = TRUE;

myVisible = TRUE;

selected = FALSE;
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moveStarted = FALSE;

selectStarted = FALSE;

I. default coordinate and region /
xRe1=0; yRelw0; xibs=0; ylbs,s0;

width = 0; height = 0;

ho cursor movement information /
xCur=0; yCnr=0; xLast=0; yLast=0;

1;

1;

class Rectangle : public UlObject {
public:

virtual void draw(GC);

virtual void fill(GC);

virtual void clearRegion();

virtual int inRegion(int, int);

virtual void ifSelected(int, void cc) 0;

virtual void ifVisible(int, void cc) { 1;

1 ;

class Arc : public UlObject

public:

unsigned int angle!, angle2;

virtual void draw(GC);

virtual void fill(GC);

virtual void clearRegion();

virtual int inRegion(int, int);

virtual void ifSelected(int, void cc) { };

virtual void iftlisible(int, void cc) {};

Arc() fangle1=0; angle2=64*360;1;

;

class Line : public UlObject

public:

unsigned int xEndRel, yfindRel, xfindlbs, yEndAbs;

virtual void draw(GC);

virtual int inRegion(int, int);

virtual void ifSelected(int, void cc) {};

virtual void ifIlisible(int, void cc) DI

Line() fxfindRel = 0; yEndRel = 0; xEndlbs = 0; yfindAbs ' 0; };
};

class Polygon : public UlObject {

public:

'Point *points;

int npoints;

int shape;

int mode;

virtual void draw(GC);
virtual void fill(GC);

virtual void clearRegion();

virtual int inRegion(int, int);

virtual void ifSelected(int, void cc) { 1;

virtual void ifYisible(int, void cc) {};

Polygon() {int shape = Convex; int mode = CoordllodeOrigin ; };

;

class Text : public UlObject {

public:

char *str;

Int len;
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int xT, yT;

int xF, yF;

Int widthT;

int heightT;

int centered;

// position of the text

// position of the frame

Text() {str = (char *)LULL; len = 0; centered= TRUE; }; // Text x;
Text(char *); // Text x = "abc"
Text(Text t); If Text x = Text...
Text();

Text& operatorm(char *);

Text* operator=(Text &);

char* operator[l(int i);

virtual void initialize();

virtual void draw(GC);

virtual void fill(GC);

virtual void clearRegion();

virtual int inRegion(int, int);

virtual void ifSelected(int, void **) { };

virtual void ifVisible(int, void **) {};

void alwaysIAbs();

void alwaysUbs();
void alwaysLen();

};

extern int GLO_runmode;

B.2 uims.cc

/* Globals 4./

*include "nims.h"

int GLO_runmode = CONTINUOUS;

Display* display;

int screen;

/ Monitor 4./

void Nonitor::insert(Toplevel* tlevel)

Toplevel *pre .4 toplevels, *curr = toplevels;

tlevel->monitor = this;
if (toplevels)

for (; curl; curr = curr->sibling) pre = curr;

pre->sibling = tlevel;
}

else

toplevels = tlevel;

tlevel->_initialize();

;

void Nonitor::openDisplay()

/* open display, connect to I server 4./

if ((display=I0penDisplay(display_name)) mg= NULL) {

(void) fprintf (stderr,"Error: cannot connect to \

I server %s \n ", IDisplaylame(display_name));
exit(-1);



}

screen = DefaultScreen (display);
};

void Monitor::externEventF(int nargN, void **argil)
Bool any;

if (01.0_runmode == COITIRUOUS)

/4, read mask event with no wait (continuous running) */

any = ICheckMaskEvent(display, ExposureMask I ButtonPressRask
I ButtonReleaseMask I ButtonMotionMask I ReyPressMask , &savant);

OLO_currentTime++;
}

else {

/* read event, wait until an event is arrived (step by step) +/
XlextEvent(display, trevent);
any = True;

1;

if (any) { /+ if an xevent is happened +/

/* search for the target event window +/

Toplevel +found = (Toplevel OlULL;

for (Toplevel stlstoplevels; !found&Ittl; tl=t1->sibling)
if (tl -> window == xevent.xany.window)

found = tl;

/+ pass the event as an argument to event routines */
void **erg = new voide(13;

arg[0] = (void 0 (&xevent);

/ process event 4,/

switch (xevent.type) {

case Expose:

/* get rid of all other Expose events on the queue /
while(XCheckTypedEvent(display, Expose, ftevent));

case ButtonPress:

case Motionlotify:

case ButtonRelease:

/4, send message to the target window */

toChildrenNsg.activate((void +)found, 1, erg);
break;

default:

break;
};

};

externEventMsg.activate(0, (void **)IULL, 0);
1;

ho initialize object from parent to children 5/
void Monitor::_initialize() {

/ connect to server */
openDisplay();

/+ add trigger */
PROC efl = PROC (&externEventF);

externEventMsg.addiriggerElement(this, ef1);

/5 initial execution a/

externEventMsg.activate(0, (void .01)IULL, 0);

ho sub class initializeation s/

initialize();

);

/ Toplevel

139
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Toplevel::Toplevel(char. name, int argcM, char** argvM) {
window_name = name;
icon_name = name;

argc = argcM;

argv = argvM;

monitor = (Monitor 4.) FULL;

sibling = (Toplevel 4.) FULL;

children = (UlObject NULL;

border_width 4. 4; /* border four pixels wide s/
valuemask s 0; /* ignore IGCvalnes and use defaults */
visible s TRUE;

gronpedVisible s FLLSE;

;

void Toplevel::insert(UIObjecte child) {

UlObject *pre s children, *curr = children;

child->toplevel 4. this;

if (children) {

for (; curr; cuxr s cnrr->sibling) pre s curr;

pre->sibling = child;
}

else

children = child;

child->_initialize();

void Toplevel::initializeWindow() {

/* get display dimensions */

display_width s DisplayVidth (display, screen);

display_height = DisplayReight(display, screen);

setWindowSize();

/* create opaque window e/

window = ICreateSimpleVindow(display, RootWindow(display, screen),

x, y, width, height, border_vidth,

BlackPixel(display, screen), VhitePixel(display, screen));

/s create a pixmap of depth 1 (bitmap) for icon 44

icon_pixmap = ICreateBitmagromData(display, window,

icon_bitmap_bits, icon_bitmap_width, icon_bitmap_height);

/* initialize size hint property for window manager 5/
size_hints.flags = PSize I PMinSize;

size_hints.width = width;

size_hints.height s height;

size_hints.min_width = 360;

size_hints.min_height = 250;

/* set properties for window manager (before mapping) c/

ISetStandardProperties(display, window, window_name, icon_name,

icon_pixmap, argv, argc, tsize_hints);

/* select event types wanted */

XSelectInput(display, window, ExposureMask I ButtonPressMask
I ButtonReleaseMask I Button2MotionNask I LeyPressMask);

ho load font 4./

if ((font_info = ILoadQueryFont(display, "6x13")) ss FULL) {

(void) fprintf(stderr, "Error: cannot open 6x13 font\n");
exit(-1);

I;



/ create GC for text and drawing */

gc = ICreateGC(display, window, valuemask, &values);
ISetFont(display, gc, font_info->fid);

valnes.foreground = WhitePixel(display, screen);

values.background= WhitePixel(display, screen);
valnes.function = Glclear;

cleargc = ICreateGC(display, window,

GCFunctionIGCForegroundIGCBackground, &values);
ISetFont(display, cleargc, font_info->fid);

values.foreground= gc->values.foreground gc->values.background;
values.background = gc->values.background;
values.function = GIxor;

xorgc = ICreateGC(display, window,

GCFunctionIGCForegroundIGCRackground, &values);
ISetFont(display, xorgc, font_info->fid);

1 ;

void Toplevel::setVindowSize()

/* default size of window */

width = display_width / 2, height = display_height / 2;
1 ;

void Toplevel::drawVindow() {
event = new ZEvent;

event->type = Expose;

void **arg = new voids[!];

arg[0] = (void event;
toChildrenftg.activate((void )LULL, 1,

1;

void Toplevel::clearVindow() {

XClearVindow(display, window);
};

void Toplevel::refreshVindow() {
clearVindow();

drawVindow();

};

void Toplevel::ifExposed(int narg, void
I. Display window /
if (visible) {

I. display Window /

INapVindow(display, window);

toChildrenMsg.activate((void IULL,
1

}

arg);

**arg)

narg, arg);

void Toplevel::ifButtonPressed(int narg, void **arg)
MObject *target, *found = (UlObject )IULL;

for (target = children; targetWfound; target=target->sibling)

if (target->inRegion(event->xbutton.x, event->xbutton.y))
found = target;

if (found) {

if (event->xbutton.button =. SelectButton)

found->selectStarted = TRUE;

else if (event->xbutton.button== KoveRutton)

found->noveStarted = TRUE;

toChildrenEsg.activate((void found, narg, arg);
};

1 ;
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void Toplevel::ifliotionIotified(int narg, void **arg)
UlObject *target, *found = (UlObject *)LULL;
if (event- >xbntton.button == NoveButton) {

for (target = children; targetkk!found; target=target->sibling)

if (target->moveStarted)

found = target;

if (found)

toChildrenMsg.activate((void *)found, narg, arg);
};

};

void Toplevel::ifButtonleleased(int narg, void searg)

UlObject *target, found = (UlObject *)LULL;

if (event->xbutton.button == NoveButton) {

for (target = children; targettk!found; target=target->sibling)

if (target->moveStarted)

found = target;

if (found)

found->moveStarted = FALSE;

toChildrenNsg.activate((void +)found, narg, arg);

1;
};

);

void Toplevel::ifVisible(int narg, void **arg)
if (visible)

/* display Window */

INapVindow(display, window);

drawVindow();
}

else

IftrapVindow(display, window);

};

{

void Toplevel::toChildrenF(int narg, void **arg)
event = (IEvent s) arg[0];

switch (event->type) {

case Expose:

ifExposed(narg, arg);
break;

case ButtonPress:

ifButtonPressed(narg, arg);
break;

case Motioulotify:

ifNotionlotified(narg, arg);
break;

case ButtonRelease:

ifButtonAeleased(narg, arg);
break;

default:

ifDefault(narg, arg);
break;

I ;
} ;

void Toplevel::_initialize {

/ add triggers */
PROC ef;

ef = PROC (ktoChildrenF);

monitor->toChildrenMsg.addiriggerElement(this, ef);

ef = PROC (ItifVisible);
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} ;

/

/

visible.alvaysTL.addiriggerElemant(this, ef);

/* initialize the window */

initializeVindow();

Is sub class initializeation */

initialize();

if (visible)

/* display Window s/

IMapilindow(display, window);

dravVindow();
}

UIObject

void UIObject::insert(UIObject* child)

UlObject *pre = children, *curr = children;

child->toplevel = toplevel;

child->parent = this;

if (children)

for (; curr; curr = curr->sibling) pre = curr;

pre->sibling = child;
}

else

children = child;

1;

void UlObject::_draw() {

if (visiblettnyVisible)

if (selected) {

fill(toplevel->gc);
}

else

draw(toplevel->gc);
}

}

else

if (selected) {

fill(toplevel->xorgc);
}

else {

draw(toplevel->zorgc);

};

};

};

void UlObject::_select() {
if (visibletboyVisible) {

if (selected) {

fill(toplevel->gc);
}

else {

fill(toplevel->zorgc);

if (groupedSelect) {

_draw();
}

else

_dravAll();

};



}

;
};

void UIObject::_erase() {
if (visiblettmyVisible)

if (selected)

fill(toplevel->xorgc);

draw(toplevel->xorgc);

1;

};

void UIObject::_draw111() {
_draw();

for (UIObject *target = children; target; target=target->sibling)

target->_draw111();

};

void UIObject::_select111() {

_select();

for (UlObject *target = children; target; targetutarget->sibling)

target->_selectIll();

};

void UIObject::_eraseIll() {
_erase();

for (UIObject *target = children; target; target=target->sibling)

target->_erase111();

};

void UlObject::startMove() {

IGrabPointer(display, toplevel->window, True, PointerliotionRintNask I

ButtonMotionliask I ButtonReleaseMask I OwnerGrabButtonMask,

GrabModelsync, GrabModelsync, None, None, CurrentTime);
XGrabServer(display);

xCur = event ->xbutton.x_root;

yCnr = event ->xbutton.y_root;

};

void UIObject::trackMove() {

/* erase the previous figure */
if (niGroupedMove)

-eraseAll();
else

-erase();

/* get rid of all MotionNotify events in queue */
/* while (ICheckTypedEvent(display, Motionfotify, event));

getCursorPosition();
xRel = xCur - xLast +

yRel * yCur - yLast +

if (niGroupedMove)

_draw111();
else

_draw();

1;

xRel;

yRel;

void UIObject::endMove() {

/* erase the previous figure */

if (uiGroupedMove)

_erasek11();
else

*/

144
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_erase();

zLast = xCur;

yLast = yCur;

xCur = event->xbutton.x_root;

yCur = event->xbutton.y_root;

zRel = xCur - zLast + xRel;

yRel = yCur - yLast + yRel;

XUngrabServer(display);

IUngrabPointer(display, CurrentTime);

if (uiOroupedMove)

_dr/mill();
else

_draw();

);

void UIObject::getCtrsorPosition() {
Region region;

Vindou root, child;

int xVin, yVin;

unsigned int mask;

/5 get current position 41

iLast = xCur;

yLast = yCur;

IQueryPointer(display, RootVindov(display, screen), &root, &child,
tiCur, &yew., kxVin, tyVin, tmask);

};

void UIObject::_ifExposed(int narg, void .IParg) {

if (visiblektmOisible) {
if (selected)

fill(toplevel->gc);
else

draw(toplevel->gc);
};

toChildrenftg.activate((void *)LILL, narg, arg);
ifExposed(narg, arg);

};

void UIobject::_itselecttuttonPressed(int narg, void 4Parg)
UlObject +target, *found = (UlObject ONULL;

}

if (groupedSelect) {

if (niSelectable) (
if (selected)

if (!niSelectOnly) {

selected = FILSE;

}

else {

if (!uiDeselectOnly) {

selected = TRUE;
};

);
};

}

else {

for (target = children; !foundtttarget; target=target->sibling)

if (target ->inRegion(event ->xbutton.x, event ->xbutton.y))
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found = target;

if (found) {

toChildrenNsg.activate((void *)found, narg, arg);
}

else {

if (uiSelectable) {

if (selected) {

if (!niSelectOnly) {

selected = FALSE;
}

}

else {

if (!uiDeselectOnly) {

selected = TRUE;
}

}

}

}

1;

ifSelectInttonPressed(narg, arg);

1 ;

void UlObject ::_iflloveButtonPressed(int narg, void **arg) {
UlObject *target, *found = (UlObject *)LULL;

if (niOroupedNove) {
if (uillovable)

startNove();
}

else {

for (target = children; !foundAttarget; target=target->sibling)

if (target->inRegion(event->xbutton.x, event->xbutton.y))
found = target;

if (found) {

toChildrenNsg.activate((void *)found, narg, arg);
found- >aoveStarted = TRUE;

}

else {

if (uiNovable)

startNove();

};

ifMoveBnttonPressed(narg, arg);

;

void UIObject::_ifUserButtonPressed(int narg, void **arg) {
ifUserButtonPressed(narg, arg);

;

void UIObject::_ifSelectIotionIotified(int narg, void ssarg)

ifSelectNotionNotified(narg, arg);
1;

void UIObject::_ifNoveNotionIotified(int narg, void **arg) {
UIObject *target, *found = (UlObject OIULL;

if (uiGroupedNove) {

if (uiNovable)

trackNove();
}
else {

for (target mi children; !foundUtarget; target=target->sibling)

if (target->uoveStarted)

found = target;

if (found)
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toChildrenNsg.activate((void *)found, narg, arg);
else {

if (uiMovable)

trackNove();

};

1;

ifMoveMotionlotified(narg, erg);

1;

void UIObject::_ifUsernotionNotified(int narg, void **arg) {};

void UIObject::_ifSelectButtonReleased(int narg, void **arg) { 1;

void UIObject::_ifNoveButtoniteleased(int narg, void **arg) {
UlObject *target, *found = (UlObject *)LULL;

if (uiGroupedMove) {
if (uiMovable)

endMove();
}

else {

for (target = children; !foundkktarget; target=target->sibling)

if (target->moveStarted)

found = target;

if (found) {

found->moveStarted = FALSE;

toChildrenMsg.activate((void *)found, narg, erg);
}

else {

if (niRovable)

endMove();

1;

1;

ifMoveButtonkeleased(narg, arg);
} ;

void UIObject::_ifUserButtoniteleased(int narg, void **arg) {
ifUserButtonkeleased(narg, arg);

1;

void UIObject::ifExposed(int narg, void **arg) {};

void UIObject::ifSelectButtonPressed(int narg, void **arg)
void UIObject::ifftveButtonPressed(int narg, void **arg) { 1;

void UIObject::ifUserButtonPressed(int narg, void **arg) {};

void UIObject::ifSelectMotionlotified(int narg, void *arg) { 1;

void UIObject::ifftvallotionlatified(int narg, void **arg) { 1;

void UTObject::ifUserNotionIotified(int narg, void **arg) {};

void U/Object::ifSelectButtonkeleased(int narg, void **arg) {};

void UIObject::ifNoveButtonkeleased(int narg, void **arg) {};

void UIObject::ifUserButtonReleased(int narg, void **arg) {};

void UIObject::toChildrenF(int narg, void **arg) {
event = (IEvent ) arg[0];
switch (event->type) {
case Expose:

_ifExposed(narg, arg);
break;

case ButtonPress:

if (event->xbutton.button == SelectButton)

_ifSelectButtonPressed(narg, arg);

else if (event->xbutton.button == NoveButton)

_ifiloveButtonPressed(narg, arg);

else if (event->xbutton.button == UserButton)

_ifUserButtonPressed(narg, arg);
break;
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case NotionNotify:

if (event->xbutton.button == SelectButton)

_ifSelectNotionlotified(narg, erg);
else if (event->xbutton.button == NoveButton)

_ifiloveNotionlotified(narg, erg);

else if (event->xbutton.button == UserButton)

_ifUserNotionNotified(narg, erg);
break;

case ButtonRelease:

if (event->xbutton.button a= SelectButton)

_ifSelectButtonReleased(narg, arg);

else if (event->xbutton.button == NoveButton)

_ifNoveButtonReleased(narg, erg);

else if (event->xbutton.button so= UserButton)

_ifUserButtonReleased(narg, erg);
break;

default:

_ifDefault(narg, erg);
break;

;

1 ;

void UlObject::_ifVisible(int narg, void arg) {
_draw();

ifVisible(narg, erg);

};

void UIObject::_ifSelected(int narg, void arg) {
_select();

ifSelected(narg, arg);

};

void UlObject::alvaysVisible(int narg, void arg) {
if (parent)

if (parent- >gronpedVisible)

visible parent->myVisible at parent->visible;

1;

void UIObject::alwaysGroupedVisible(int narg, void arg) {
if (parent)

groupedVisible = parent->groupedVisible;

};

void UIObject::alwaysSelected(int narg, void arg) {
if (parent)
if (parent- >groupedSelect)

selected = parent->selected;

void UIObject::alwaysGroupedSelect(int narg, void arg) {
if (parent) groupedSelect = parent->groupedSelect;

};

void UIObject::alwaysCoord(int narg, void arg) {
/ compute absolute cordinate /
if (parent) {

Albs = parent->xibs + 'Rol;

ylbs = parent->yAbs + yRel;
}

else {

nibs = xRel;

yibs = yRel;
};

};
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void UlObject::_initialize() {
/* add triggers */

PROC ef;

ef = PROC (ttoChildrenF);

if (parent)

parent->toChildrenMsg.addTriggerElement(this, ef);
else

toplevel->toChildrenNsg.addiriggerElement(this, ef);

PROC tf;

tf = PROC (kalwaysGronpedVisible);

if (parent)

parent->gronpedVisible.alwaysTL.addIriggerElement(this, tf);

tf = PROC (kalwaysVisible);

if (parent) {

parent ->visible.alwaysTL.addtriggerElement(this, tf);

parent ->syVisible.alwaysTL.addiriggerElesent(this, tf);

parent ->gzonpedVisible.alwaysn.addIriggerElement(this, tf);
};

tf = PROC (talwaysGronpedSelect);

if (parent)

parent->gronpedSelect.alwaysTL.addTriggerElement(this, tf);

tf = PROC (kalwaysSelected);

if (parent) {

parent->selected.alwaysTL.addiriggerEloment(this, tf);
};

tf = PROC (AalwaysCoord);

zRel.alwaysTL.addTriggerElenent(this, tf);

yRel.alwaysTL.addTriggerElenent(this, tf);
if (parent) {

parent->xibs.alwaysTL.addiriggerElement(this, tf);

parent->yibs.alwaysn.addTriggerElement(this, tf);
};

tf = PROC (t_ifVisible);

isible.alwaysTL.addTriggerElenent(this, tf);

syVisible.alwaysTL.addTriggerElenent(this,tf);

tf = PROC (l_ifSelected);

selected.alwaysTL.addTriggerElanent(this, tf);

alvaysGroupedVisible(1, (void **)IULL);
alwaysVisible(1, (void **)RULL);

alwaysGronpedSelect(1, (void **)SULL);
alwaysSelected(1, (void 4.4)11ULL);

alwaysCoord(1, (void **)IULL);

/0 sub class initializeation */

initialize();
};

void Rectangle::draw(GC gc) {

DrawRectangle(display, toplevel- >vindov,

gc, zlbs, ylbs, width, height);
1 ;

void Rectangle::fill(GC gc)

XFillRectangle(display, toplevel->window,

gc, zAbs, yibs, width, height);
1 ;
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void Rectangle::clearRegion()

IClearArea(display, toplevel- >vindow, xAbs, yAbs, width, height, TRUE);
;

int Rectangle::inRegion(int x, int y) {
if ((x > xibs tt x < (xAbs+width)) At

(y > yAbs kt y < (yAbs+height)))
return TRUE;

else

return FALSE;

};

void Arc::draw(GC gc) {

IDravArc(display, toplevel- >windov,

gc, rAbs, yAbs, width, height, anglel, angle2);
1 ;

void Arc::fill(GC gc) {

IFillArc(display, toplevel->window,
gc, xlbs, yAbs, width, height, anglel, angle2);

1;

void Arc::clearRegion() {

XClearArea(display, toplevel->window, xibs, yAbs, width, height, TRUE);
};

int Arc::inRegion(int x, int y) {
if ((x > xibs tit x < (xibs +width)) it

(7 > yAbs it y < (yAbs+height)))

return TRUE;
else

return FALSE;

};

void Line::draw(GC gc)

xEndAbs = xibs + xEndRel;

yEndlbs = yAbs + yEndRel;

IDrawLine(display, toplevel- >vindow, gc, zlbs, yAbs, xEndlbs, yEndlbs);
};

int LineinIegion(int x, int y) {
xEndlbs = xibs + xEndRel;

yEndlbs = yAbs + yEndRel;
int a = (yEndbs-yAbs)/(xEndlbs-xlbs);

int b = yAbs - (a xAbs);
if ((x > zAbs ,AA x < (xAbs+xEndAbs)) At

(y > yAbs At y < (yAbs+yEndAbs)) && (y == a x + b))
return TRUE;

else

return FALSE;

};

void Polygon::draw(GC gc) {
if (npoints>0) {

ISegatent segments = new ISegment(npoints];

segments[0].xl = points(0].x + xibs;

segments[0].y1 = points(Oly + yAbs;
for (int i=1; i<npoints; i++) {

segments(i-1].x2 = points(iix + xibs;

segments[i-1].y2 = points[i].y + yAbs;

segments[i].xl = points(iLx + ribs;

segments[i].y1 = points[i].y + yAbs;
1;

segments(npoints-1].x2 = points[0].x + ribs;

segmentsEnpoints-1).y2 = points[0].7 + yAbs;
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1 ;

;

XDrawSegments(display, toplevel->window, gc, segments, npoints);

void Polygon::fill(0C gc) {

'Point *tPoints = new IPoint[npoints];

for (int i=0; i<npoints; i ++) {

tPoints[i].r s points[i].r + ribs;

tPoints[i].y = points[i].y + yibs;
};

IFillPolygon(display, toplevel->window, gc, tPoints, npoints, shape, mode);
1 ;

void Polygon::clearRegion() {

Wlearlrea(display, toplevel->window, ribs, yibs, width, height, TRUE);

};

int PolygoninRegion(int x, int y)
if ((x > ribs 11 x < (rAbs+width)) it

(y > yibs tt y < (ylbs+height)))

return TRUE;

else

return FALSE;

};

Text::Text(char *s)
len = strlen(s);

str = new char[len+1];

strcpy (str, s);
centered = TRUE;

};

Text::Text(Tertt s) {
len = s.len;

str = s.str;

centered = TRUE;
};

Text::-Text() {
if (len)

delete str;
};

Text& Text::operator=(char* a) {
if (len)

delete str;

len = strlen(s);

str = new char[len +1];

strcpy (str, s);

return *this;
};

Text/ Tert::operator=(Text& s)
if (len)

delete str;

len = s.len;

str = s.str;

return *this;
};

chart Text::operatorMint i) {
};
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void Text::alwayalbs() {
xF A nibs;

xT = xF;

if (width)

if (centered)

xT = xl + (width / 2) (vidthT / 2);

1;

void Text::alwayekbs() {
yF 0 yibs;

yT 0 yF + toplevel->font_info->max_bounds.ascent;

if (height)

if (centered)

yT = yT + (height / 2) - (heightT / 2);

1;

void Text::alwaysLen

width? = ITextVidth(toplevel->font_info, str, len);

if (!width) width = vidthT;
}

void Text:Anitialize()
PROC tf;

tf = PROC (talwaysIlbs);

xibs.alwaysTL.addTriggerElenent(this, tf);

width.alvaysTL.addiriggerElenent(this, tf);

vidthi.alwaysTL.addTriggerElenent(this,tf);

tf = PROC (talwaysYlbs);

yibs.alwaysTL.addTriggerElement(this, tf);

tf = PROC (talwaysLen);

len.alwaysTL.addiriggerElement(this,tf);

height? = toplevel->font_info->max_bounds.ascent

+ toplevel->font_info->nax_bounds.descent;
if (!height) height = heightT;

alwaysLen();

alwayslibs();

alwaysYAbs();

};

void Text::draw(GC gc)

IDravString(display, toplevel->vindow, toplevel->xorgc, xT, yT, str, len);

;

void Text::fill(GC gc)

if (parent)

if (!parent->groupedSelect)

IFillRectangle(display, toplevel- >vindow, gc, xF, yF, width, height);
}

}

else

IFillRectangle(display, toplevel->windov, gc, xF, yF, width, height);

1;

draw(toplevel->xorgc);

1 ;

void Text::clearRegion()

IClearirea(display, toplevel->window, xF, yF, width, height, TRUE);

;
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int Text::inRegion(int x, int y) {
if ((x > xF ti x < (xF+vidth)) tt

(7 > yF tt y < (yF+height)))
return TRUE;

else

return FALSE;

J.;


